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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 13 Section 1 (pages 353–357)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section, you read about Southeast Asian 
kingdoms and Korean dynasties.

In this section, you will read about the rise and fall of
Charlemagne’s empire.

AS YOU READ
Take notes on the time line below. Fill it in with key events
related to the rise of Germanic kingdoms and
Charlemagne’s empire.

TERMS AND NAMES
Middle Ages Period of European
history from 500 to 1500
Franks Germanic people who held
power in the Roman province called
Gaul
monastery Religious community of
people devoting their lives to worship
and prayer
secular Concerned with worldly
things
Carolingian Dynasty Dynasty of
Frankish rulers, lasting from 751 to
987
Charlemagne Powerful Frankish
ruler who built a huge empire

Charlemagne Unites
Germanic Kingdoms

Invasions of Western Europe 
(page 353)

How did invasions by Germanic
groups change Europe?
The slow decline of the Roman Empire marked
the beginning of a new era in European history.
This period is called the Middle Ages. It lasted
from around 500 to 1500.

By the end of the fifth century, various
Germanic groups invaded the Roman Empire in
the west. These invasions led to a series of changes.
Trade was halted. Moving goods from place to

place became unsafe. Cities were no longer centers
of trade and government. Many people then fled to
the countryside. They returned to rural ways of
life. People also became less educated.

As Germanic groups settled in different areas,
they began to blend Latin with phrases of their
own language. Many kinds of dialects developed.
Europe no longer had a single language under-
stood by all.

1. Name three effects of the Germanic invasions.

771

590 800

496

Clovis and his warriors 
become Christian
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120 CHAPTER 13 SECTION 2

Germanic Kingdoms Emerge
(page 354)

Who were these Germanic 
peoples?
As Rome’s power faded, a new kind of government
appeared. Warring Germanic groups carved out
kingdoms. The borders of these kingdoms changed
often because of warfare. There was no central
rule. Family ties and loyalty to a local leader bound
Germanic peoples together. Europe was in chaos.
The Church provided a sense of order, though.

The Franks, a Germanic people, established a
large kingdom. It was located in the Roman
province of Gaul. In 496, Clovis, the king of the
Franks, and his warriors became Christian. From
then on, the pope in Rome supported Clovis.

2. What new kind of government arose during Rome’s
decline?

Germans Adopt Christianity 
(pages 354–355)

How did Christianity spread?
Other Frankish rulers helped spread Christianity.
The Church also tried to convert people. It set up
religious communities called monasteries. There
Christian men called monks devoted their lives to
God. Nuns were women who led this religious way
of life. Monasteries became centers of learning.
Their libraries preserved some writings of ancient
Rome.

The Church grew in importance when Gregory I
became pope in 590. He made the pope the
guardian of the spiritual lives of all Christians. He
also made the pope a worldly, or secular, power in
governing part of Italy. Gregory used Church wealth
to raise armies and fix roads. He took part in making
peace treaties with invaders. His influence in politics
grew.

3. What role did monasteries play during this period?

An Empire Evolves (pages 355–356)

How did the Carolingian Dynasty
arise?
The kingdom of the Franks covered much of mod-
ern France. By the 700s, the most powerful official
was the mayor of the palace. He made laws and
controlled the army.

In 719, Charles Martel became mayor of the
palace. He expanded the lands controlled by the
Franks. He also won a battle in 732. He defeated a
Muslim force moving north from Spain. This victo-
ry ended the Muslim threat to Europe and made
Charles Martel a Christian hero.

His son, Pepin, was crowned king. Pepin began
the reign of the Frankish rulers called the
Carolingian Dynasty. One of Pepin’s sons,
Charlemagne, became king of the whole
Frankish kingdom in 771.

4. Who were Charles Martel and Pepin?

Charlemagne Becomes Emperor
(pages 356–357)

What did Charlemagne achieve?
Charlemagne had great military skill. He made his
kingdom larger than any other known since ancient
Rome. By 800, he held most of modern Italy, all of
modern France, and parts of modern Spain and
Germany. Pope Leo III crowned him emperor.
This event marked the joining of Germanic power,
the Church, and the heritage of the Roman
Empire.

Charlemagne cut the power of the nobles in his
empire and increased his own. He traveled
throughout his lands, visiting the people and judg-
ing cases. He brought well-read men to his court
and revived learning. However, Charlemagne’s
empire fell apart soon after his death.

5. What was important about Charlemagne’s being
crowned as emperor?
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CHAPTER 13 EUROPEAN MIDDLE AGES 121

Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 13 Section 2 (pages 358–363)
TERMS AND NAMES
lord Landowner
fief Land granted by a lord to a
vassal
vassal Person receiving a fief from a
lord
knight Warrior on horseback who
promised to defend his lord’s land in
exchange for a fief
serf Peasant who could not lawfully
leave the place where he or she was
born
manor Lord’s estate
tithe Church tax; usually one-tenth of
a peasant family’s income

Feudalism in Europe
BEFORE YOU READ

In the last section, you read about Charlemagne and his
empire.

In this section, you will read about feudalism.

AS YOU READ
Use the chart below to take notes on feudalism.

Invaders Attack Western Europe
(pages 358–360)

Who invaded Western Europe?
Between 800 and 1000, new invasions threatened
Europe. From the north came the most feared
fighters of all. They were the Vikings, or Norsemen.

The Vikings raided villages and monasteries. By
around the year 1000, though, the Vikings had set-
tled down in many parts of Europe. They adopted
Christianity and stopped raiding to become traders
and farmers.

The Magyars were Turkish nomads. They
attacked from the east and reached as far as Italy and
western France. They sold local people as slaves. The
Muslims struck from the south. They attacked areas
along the Atlantic and Mediterranean coast.

The attacks by Vikings, Muslims, and Magyars
made life in western Europe difficult. People suf-
fered and feared for their futures. With no strong
central government, they went to local leaders for
protection.

1. Why did the people need to turn to local leaders for
help?

A New Social Order: Feudalism 
(page 360)

How did feudalism affect society?
Europe’s feudal system arose around the ninth and
tenth centuries. Feudalism was based on an agree-
ment between a lord, or landowner, and a vassal,

BATTLE / POL IT ICAL  ISSUE EFFECT

Feudal relationships • Lord promised land and protection to his vassal
• Vassal helped his lord in battle

Social classes

Manor system
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122 CHAPTER 13 SECTION 3

a person who received land from a lord. In
exchange for land, or a fief, a vassal promised to
help his lord in battle.

Under feudalism, society in western Europe
was divided into three groups. Those who fought
were the nobles and knights. Those who prayed
were the officials of the Church. Those who
worked were the peasants. Peasants were by far the
largest group. Most peasants were serfs, who were
not free to move about as they wished. They were
tied to the land of their lord.

2. What were the three main groups of feudal society?

Manors: The Economic Side of
Feudalism (pages 360–363)

What was life like on a manor?
The lord’s land was called the manor. Manors
became the centers of economic life. The lord gave

peasants some land, a home, and protection from
raiders. The lord controlled much of their lives.
The peasants worked the land to grow food, giving
part of each year’s crop to the lord. They paid taxes
on their grain. Peasants also paid a tax, called a
tithe, to the Church.

Peasants lived in small villages of 15 to 30 fam-
ilies. They produced almost everything they need-
ed. Peasants rarely traveled far from their homes.

Life on the manor was often harsh. Peasants’
cottages had just one or two rooms with only straw
mats for sleeping. They had poor diets. Peasants
endured these conditions. They believed that God
had set their place in society.

3. What was the job of peasants on the manor?

Skillbuilder
Use the diagram to answer the questions.

1. How are rank and position organized on this pyramid? 2. What members of feudal society are not represented
on this chart?
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CHAPTER 13 EUROPEAN MIDDLE AGES 123

Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 13 Section 3 (pages 364–369)
TERMS AND NAMES 
chivalry Code of behavior for
knights, stressing ideals such as
courage, loyalty, and devotion 
tournaments Staged battles for
entertaining audiences and training
knights
troubadours Poet-musicians at the
castles and courts of Europe

The Age of Chivalry
BEFORE YOU READ

In the last section, you read how feudalism shaped society.

In this section, you will read about the code of chivalry for
knights and its influence.

AS YOU READ
Use the web below to take notes on knighthood during
the Middle Ages.

Knights: Warriors on Horseback
(pages 364–365) 

What was the role of knights?
Nobles were constantly at war with one another.
They raised private armies. The armies included
knights, soldiers who fought on horseback. These
knights became the most important warriors dur-
ing the Middle Ages.

By the 11th century, nobles used their armies of
mounted knights to fight for control of land. When
nobles won battles, they gave some of the new land
to their knights. The knights could use the wealth
from this land to pay for weapons, armor, and hors-
es. Knights devoted much of their time to improv-
ing their skill at fighting.

1. What was the main duty of knights?

Knighthood and the Code of
Chivalry (pages 365–367) 

What was required of a knight?
By the 1100s, a new code of conduct for knights
arose. This code of chivalry required that knights
fight bravely for three masters: their lord, God, and
their chosen lady. Knights were also required to
protect the weak and poor. While the code set high
standards, most knights failed to meet all of the
standards.

Duties
Fight battles

Equipment

Code of ConductTraining

Knighthood
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124 CHAPTER 13 SECTION 3

The son of a noble began training to become a
knight at an early age. At around age 7, his parents
sent him off to the castle of another lord. There he
would learn good manners. The boy would also
practice fighting skills. At around age 14, he would
become the servant of a knight. Then at age 21, he
would finally become a knight himself.

Knights gained experience by fighting in staged
combats called tournaments. These fights were
fierce, but real battles, especially those fought at
castles, were far more violent. To protect their
lands and homes, nobles built stone castles.

2. Give two examples of training for knighthood.

The Literature of Chivalry 
(pages 367–368)

What was the literature of chivalry
about?
The literature about knights did not reflect real
life. Many stories glorified castle life. Others cen-
tered on the code of chivalry. Songs and poems
were often about a knight’s loyalty to the woman he
loved. Some long poems, called epics, told the
story of legendary kings, such as King Arthur and
Charlemagne.

Troubadours were poet-musicians at the cas-
tles and courts of Europe. They wrote and sang
about the joys and sorrows of romantic love. Many

troubadours traveled to the court of Eleanor of
Aquitaine. She was the rich, powerful ruler of a
land in southern France.

3. Who were the troubadour’s songs about?

Women’s Role in Feudal Society
(pages 368–369)

What were the roles of women?
Most women in feudal society had little power. The
Church taught that they were inferior. But they
played important roles in the lives of both noble
and peasant families.

Noblewomen could sometimes rule the land
when their husbands were away from home. But
they could not inherit land. It usually passed from
father to son. In reality, most noblewomen, young
and old, were limited to activities in the home or in
convents.

The vast majority of women during the Middle
Ages were poor peasants. They held no power.
They worked in the fields and took care of their
families. Poor women struggled to survive—just as
they had for centuries.

4. How were noble and poor women alike?
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 13 Section 4 (pages 370–373)
TERMS AND NAMES 
clergy Religious officials
sacrament Important religious
ceremony
canon law Law of the church 
Holy Roman Empire Kingdom
originally made up of what is now
Germany and Italy
lay investiture Appointment of
religious officials by kings or nobles

The Power of the
Church
BEFORE YOU READ

In the last section, you read about knighthood and the 
literature of chivalry.

In this section, you will learn about power struggles
between church leaders and political leaders.

AS YOU READ
Use the chart below to take notes on the authority of 
the Church.

The Far-Reaching Authority of
the Church (pages 370–371)

How did the Church control most
aspects of life?
With the central governments of Europe weak, the
Church became the most important force in unifying
European society. An early pope believed that God
had made two areas of influence in the world—reli-
gious and political. The pope was in charge of spirit-
ual matters. The emperor and other rulers were in
charge of political affairs. Over the years, though, the
difference was not so clear. Popes often tried to influ-
ence the actions of rulers, who clashed with them in
struggles for power.

The Church established its own organization. It
consisted of different ranks of clergy, or church offi-
cials. At the bottom were the priests who led services
at local churches. Above them were bishops, who
oversaw all the priests in a large area. At the top was
the pope. He was the head of the Church.

The Middle Ages was an Age of Faith. People
were bound together by their belief in God and the
teachings of the Church. Though their lives were
hard, Christians during this time hoped for salva-
tion—eternal life in heaven. One path for achiev-
ing this goal was through the sacraments. These
were important religious ceremonies.

The law of the Church, called canon law, was a
set of standards that applied to all Christians during

CHURCH STRUCTURE CHURCH LAWS

Different ranks of clergy—priest, bishops, pope
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126 CHAPTER 13 SECTION 4

the Middle Ages. These standards guided such mat-
ters as marriage and religious practices. The
Church also set up courts. People who broke canon
law were put on trial.

Two punishments were especially harsh. If the
Church excommunicated a person, he or she was
out of the Church forever. The person was denied
the chance for eternal life in heaven. Popes often
used this power to threaten rulers. The other pun-
ishment was interdiction. When a ruler disobeyed
the pope, the Church leader could place the land
under interdiction. That meant that no sacred
actions of the Church could officially take place
there. The people of the area deeply feared this.
They might then be doomed to eternal suffering in
hell.

1. What powerful punishments could the Church hand
down?

The Church and the Holy Roman
Empire; The Emperor Clashes
with the Pope (pages 371–372)

How did conflict develop between
the pope and the Holy Roman
emperor?
Otto I was the strongest ruler of medieval
Germany. He set up an alliance with the Church.
In 962, the pope crowned him emperor of what
became the Holy Roman Empire.

The Holy Roman Empire was the strongest
kingdom that arose from Charlemagne’s fallen
empire. It was mainly made up of what is now
Germany and Italy. One of Otto’s successors was
Henry IV. He and Pope Gregory VII became
caught in a conflict.

For a long time, rulers had the power to name
the bishops who led the Church in their lands. This
power was known as lay investiture. In 1075,
Pope Gregory VII banned this practice. Henry IV
was angry. He persuaded his bishops to say that this
pope had no real authority. Gregory then excom-
municated Henry. Henry’s nobles supported
Gregory. So Henry begged the pope for forgive-
ness. The pope forgave him.

The larger issue of lay investiture was left open
until 1122. Then an agreement stated that only the
pope could name bishops. However, the emperor
had the right to turn down any appointment he did
not like.

2. Why did Henry IV beg Pope Gregory VII for 
forgiveness?

Disorder in the Empire (page 373)

Who was Frederick I?
In the late 1100s, a strong German king came to
power. His name was Frederick I. He repeatedly
invaded the cities of Italy but lost an important bat-
tle in 1176. He then made peace with the pope.

When Frederick died in 1190, his empire fell
apart. It was broken up into feudal states. These
German states did not unify during the Middle
Ages.

3. What happened to the Holy Roman Empire after
Frederick I’s death?
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CHAPTER

13
SECTION QUIZ Charlemagne Unites Germanic

Kingdoms
Section 1

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. All of the following resulted from the repeated invasions of the Germanic tribes
that led to the fall of the Roman Empire EXCEPT

a. the disruption of trade.
b. the declining in learning.
c. the ruralization of the population.
d. the establishment of a common language.

______ 2. The leader who brought Christianity to the Franks was
a. Clovis.
b. Charlemagne.
c. Charles Martel.
d. Pepin the Short.

______ 3. A book of rules to be used for governing monasteries was written by
a. Einhard.
b. Benedict.
c. Scholastica.
d. Venerable Bede.

______ 4. The person who was chiefly responsible for increasing the Church�s secular
role during the Middle Ages was

a. Benedict.
b. Gregory I.
c. Charles Martel.
d. Venerable Bede.

______ 5. All of these Frankish leaders were part of the Carolingian Dynasty EXCEPT
a. Clovis.
b. Charlemagne.
c. Louis the Pious.
d. Charles the Bald.

______ 6. The Treaty of Verdun ended
a. Carolingian rule of the Franks.
b. a war between Franks and Muslims.
c. invasions by the Lombards into central Italy.
d. civil war in the empire established by Charlemagne.

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

How did the role of the Church develop and change during the early Middle Ages?
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CHAPTER

13
SECTION QUIZ Feudalism in Europe

Section 2

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. What was the ethnic background of the Vikings?
a. Asian
b. Arabic

c. Turkish
d. Germanic

______ 2. Which of the following groups was called the Northmen?
a. Franks
b. Vikings

c. Magyars
d. Lombards

______ 3. Which of the following groups were Turkish nomads?
a. Franks
b. Vikings

c. Magyars
d. Lombards

______ 4. Which of the following is a synonym for serf?
a. manor
b. peasant

c. monk
d. noble

______ 5. Under the system of feudalism, a fief belonged to which category?
a. tax
b. weapon

c. land grant
d. religious title

______ 6. In the feudal system, a tithe represented what part of a peasant�s income?
a. 1 percent
b. 10 percent

c. 25 percent
d. 50 percent

______ 7. A tithe was a payment made to which type of person?
a. a lord
b. a vassal

c. a priest
d. a soldier

______ 8. In the feudal system, what was a manor?
a. a lord�s estate
b. a right to use land
c. a customary way of doing things
d. an obligation to provide protection

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What was the cause and effect relationship between the breakdown of the strong
central government of the Roman Empire and the development of feudalism?
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CHAPTER

13
SECTION QUIZ The Age of Chivalry

Section 3

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. Despite the fact that all of the following were forbidden in the code of chivalry,
knights were rarely punished for

a. cowardice.
b. brutality to the weak.
c. disloyalty to a feudal lord.

______ 2. A knight was expected to fight bravely in defense of three masters, including
a. the pope.
b. his squire.
c. his chosen lady.

______ 3. All of the following could be said about the tournaments held in the Middle
Ages EXCEPT that they were

a. used to test courage.
b. free of actual bloodshed.
c. a form of spectator sport.

______ 4. Knights most commonly traded military service for
a. land.
b. social status.
c. monetary reward.

______ 5. Troubadours were
a. foot soldiers.
b. poet-musicians.
c. knights-in-training.

______ 6. Eleanor of Aquitaine is famous for
a. writing The Song of Roland.
b. weaving the Bayeux Tapestry.
c. becoming queen of England.

______ 7. The Song of Roland is an epic poem about a battle between French knights and
a. Viking invaders.
b. Magyar invaders.
c. Muslim invaders.

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What inconsistencies do you find in the way a noblewoman was regarded and treated in
medieval society and in the requirements that were made of her?
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CHAPTER

13
SECTION QUIZ The Power of the Church

Section 4

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. During the Middle Ages, the lowest-ranking members of the clergy were
a. abbots.
b. priests.

c. bishops.
d. peasants.

______ 2. One example of a sacrament is
a. baptism.
b. Christmas.

c. eternal life.
d. excommunication.

______ 3. In 1100, the Holy Roman Empire covered most of
a. the old Roman Empire.
b. what is present-day France.
c. what is present-day Europe.
d. what is present-day Germany.

______ 4. Canon law deals with issues under the authority of
a. the Church.
b. the military.

c. the emperor.
d. a feudal lord.

______ 5. Emperor Henry IV�s punishment for defying the pope was
a. death.
b. torture.

c. imprisonment.
d. excommunication.

______ 6. The person who was so famous for his red beard that he was nicknamed
Barbarossa was

a. Otto I.
b. Pope Leo III.

c. Frederick I.
d. Charlemagne.

______ 7. Considering the meaning of �lay investiture� and the controversy it created, it
can be concluded that the word lay describes

a. lawful or legal actions.
b. taxes or penalty payments.
c. biblical scholars or Church officials.
d. people who are not members of the clergy.

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

Why do you suppose there was such conflict between kings or emperors and the pope
during this period of history?
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CHAPTER 14 Section 1 (pages 379–385)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section you read about the authority and role of
the Church during the Middle Ages.

In this section you will read about changes in the Church
and the launching of the Crusades.

AS YOU READ
Use the diagram below to take notes on impact of the
Age of Faith—a new age of religious feeling.

TERMS AND NAMES
simony Practice of selling positions
in the church
Gothic Style of architecture of the
cathedrals during the Middle Ages 
Urban II Pope who called for the first
Crusade
Crusade A holy war 
Saladin Famous Muslim leader of the
1100s
Richard the Lion-Hearted English
king who fought Saladin in the Third
Crusade
Reconquista Effort by Christian
leaders to drive the Muslims out of
Spain
Inquisition Church court that tried
people suspected of having opposing
religious  beliefs

Church Reform and
the Crusades

The Age of Faith (pages 379–380)

What changes did the Church
undergo?
Starting in the 1000s, a new age of spiritual feeling
arose in Europe. This era was called The Age of
Faith. It led to many changes. 

Many problems troubled the Church. Popes
made reforms. They enforced Church laws. They
tried to end certain practices. One was the mar-
riage of priests. Another was simony, or the selling
of positions in the Church. A third problem was the

appointment of bishops by kings. The Church felt
it alone could appoint bishops. 

In the early 1200s, a new Church group arose.
They were called friars. They moved from place to
place spreading the ideas of the Church. Friars
owned nothing. They begged for food. Women also
played a role during the Age of Faith. Many
entered convents to devote themselves to God.

1. What three practices showed the Church needed
reforming?

Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

Changes in 
the Church

•• growth  of monasteries
•• enforcement of 

Church laws

Cathedrals Crusades

Effects of the
Age of Faith
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130 CHAPTER 14 SECTION 1

Cathedrals—Cities of God 
(pages 380–381)

How did the new cathedrals
reflect the new Age of Faith?
The Age of Faith was shown in the building of
great cathedrals. In the early 1100s, these huge
churches were built in a new style of architecture.
This style was called Gothic. The cathedrals were
towering. They seemed to reach toward heaven.
Light streamed in through colorful stained-glass
windows.

2. What was the new style of church architecture?

The Crusades (pages 382–383)

Why were the Crusades fought?
Renewed faith also led to war. In 1093, the
Byzantine emperor asked for help against Muslim
Turks. They were threatening to conquer
Constantinople. This city was his capital. Pope
Urban II urged the leaders of Western Europe to
begin a holy war—a Crusade. He wanted
Christians to gain control of Jerusalem and the
entire Holy Land. Rulers and the Church favored
the Crusades. Both knights and common people
joined the Crusades. Their motive was deep reli-
gious feeling.

The First Crusade began in 1095. It was badly
organized. Yet the Crusaders still captured some of
the Holy Land, including Jerusalem. Muslims won
back some of this land. Then other Crusades fol-
lowed. During the Second Crusade, the Muslim
leader Saladin recaptured Jerusalem.

Three powerful European rulers led the Third
Crusade. One was the English king. His name was
Richard the Lion-Hearted. He fought Saladin.
The two reached a truce. But the Crusades were
not over.

The Fourth Crusade ended in disaster. In 1204,
knights looted Constantinople. This helped make a
lasting split between western and eastern Christian
churches.

3. Why did people support the Crusades?

The Crusading Spirit Dwindles
(pages 383–384)

What happened to Muslims and
Jews in Spain?
A later Crusade took place in Spain. Christian
rulers tried to drive the Muslims out of Spain. This
long fight was called the Reconquista. It lasted
from the 1100s until 1492.

Thousands of Jews lived in Spain. During the
late 1400s, many Spanish Jews and Muslims
became Christians. Jewish and Muslim converts
were suspected of heresy. They were believed to
hold beliefs that differed from the teachings of the
Church. Queen Isabella and King Ferdinand of
Spain conducted the Inquisition. Suspects might
be questioned for weeks and even tortured. Those
who confessed were often burned at the stake.

4. What was the Reconquista?

The Effects of the Crusades
What changes did the Crusades
bring? 
The Crusades had many effects on Europe. At first
the Crusades showed the power of the Church in
the lives of the believers. The failure of later
Crusades cut the pope’s power. The deaths of many
knights reduced the nobles’ power. Contact with
the East revived trade. The Christians’ harsh treat-
ment of Muslims in the Holy Land led to bitterness
that has lasted to the present.

5. What are four effects of the Crusades?
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CHAPTER 14 Section 2 (pages 387–392)
TERMS AND NAMES
three-field system Farmland divided
into three equal-sized fields, in which
crops were rotated
guild An organization working to get
the best prices or working conditions
Commercial Revolution The
expansion of trade and changes in
business practices
burgher Merchant class person who
lived in a town 
vernacular Everyday language
Thomas Aquinas Scholar who
argued that the most basic religious
truths could be proved by sound
reasoning
scholastics Scholars who gathered
and taught at universities

Changes in 
Medieval Society
BEFORE YOU READ

In the last section, you read about the Crusades.

In this section, you will read about the rise of towns and
trade.

AS YOU READ
Use the diagram below to take notes on changes occur-
ring in towns and cities during the Middle Ages.

A Growing Food Supply (page 387)

Why did the food supply
increase?
The climate in Europe became warmer between
the years 800 and 1200. This helped farming.
Farmers also developed better ways to produce
crops. Horses pulled plows. Horses could do twice
the work of oxen. A new harness made the use of
horses possible.

Farmers also used a new method of rotating the
crops planted in an area. They planted two-thirds
of their fields, leaving one-third unplanted. This
three-field system help farmers grow greater
amounts of food.

1. Give three reasons why the food supply increased.

The Guilds (page 388)

What were the guilds?
Changes in the way goods were produced and sold
happened in the medieval period. Merchants
banded together in an organization called a guild.
A merchant guild worked to get the best prices for
their goods. Later, workers formed craft guilds.

Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

Agriculture 
use of horses

Trade Finance

Towns and 
Cities Grow
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They were made up of groups of workers who did
the same job These included bakers, tailors, and
glassmakers. Members set standards and prices for
their products. They also made rules for young
people learning the craft.

2. What were the two kinds of guilds?

The Commercial Revolution 
(pages 389–390)

Why did trade and finance
increase?
Along with the growth in the food supply, trade and
finance increased. Craft workers began to make
more goods. These goods were traded all over
Europe. Towns held fairs each year. There mer-
chants sold cloth, food, leather, and other wares.

With more trade, merchants needed more cash.
They had to borrow money to buy goods to sell.
They needed new ways to get cash and loans and to
exchange different types  of money. The Church
had rules against charging a fee for loaning money.
Jews, who were outside the Church, became the
chief sources of loans. Later, the Church relaxed its
rules. Then Christians began to form banks. The
expansion of trade and changes in banking prac-
tices was called the Commercial Revolution.

3. How did  ways of doing business change?

Urban Life Flourishes (pages 390–391)

Why did towns grow larger?
In the early 1100s, the population of western
Europe grew quickly. Trade was booming. Towns
grew larger and more important. Towns were dirty
places, with narrow streets. Wooden houses in the
towns were fire hazards.

Many peasants fled to the towns. After living
there a year and a day, they became free. Other
town dwellers, known as burghers, organized
themselves. The burghers were of the merchant
class. Merchants helped change the social order.
They demanded more rights for town dwellers.

4. Why did peasants move to the towns?

The Revival of Learning (pages 391–392)

Why did learning spread?
Growing trade and wealth helped lead to a growing
interest in education. New centers of learning
arose in Europe. They were called universities.

At this time, most writers were still using Latin.
However, some began to use the vernacular. This
was their native, everyday language. Dante Alighieri
wrote The Divine Comedy in Italian. Geoffrey
Chaucer wrote The Canterbury Tales in English.
These writers brought literature to many people.

During the Crusades, contact with Muslims
helped increase learning. Muslim scholars had pre-
served books from ancient Rome and Greece.
These works then became available in Europe.

Ancient writings influenced Christian thinkers,
such as Thomas Aquinas. He reasoned that the
most basic religious truths could be proved by
logic. Aquinas and his fellow scholars met at the
great universities. They were known as schoolmen,
or scholastics.

5. How did the use of the vernacular help spread
learning?
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CHAPTER 14 Section 3 (pages 393–397)
TERMS AND NAMES
William the Conqueror Duke of
Normandy who invaded England in
1066 and claimed the English crown
Henry II English king who added
French lands to English holdings by
marrying Eleanor of Aquitaine
common law A body of rulings by
English judges
Magna Carta Great Charter, which
guaranteed certain basic political
rights
parliament Body of representatives
that makes laws for a nation
Hugh Capet Founder of the dynasty
that ruled France from 987–1328
Philip II One of the most powerful
Capetian kings
Estates General A council of
representatives that advise the
French king

England and France
Develop
BEFORE YOU READ

In the last section, you read about the growth of towns
and trade.

In this section, you will read about the development of
France and England.

AS YOU READ
Use the time line below to take notes on the development
of France and England.

England Absorbs Waves 
of Invaders (pages 393–394)

Who invaded England?
England was formed by the blending of cultures.
Danish Vikings invaded the island in the 800s.
Some Germanic groups arrived there much earlier.
Over time, the Vikings and Anglo-Saxons were
united under one rule and kingdom.

In 1066, King Edward died. A power struggle
followed. This led to one last invasion. The invader
was William the Conqueror. He was the duke of
Normandy, a land in northern France. He won
control of England declared it his personal realm.

1. Who invaded England before the William the
Conqueror?

England’s Evolving Government
(pages 394–395)

What were some of England’s
earliest steps toward democracy?
Later English kings, descendants of William, tried
to hold and add to the land they still had in France. 

Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

1215 1302

1066 1295

987

Capetian dynasty of 
French kings begins.
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Skillbuilder
Use the chart to answer the questions.

1. Determining Main Ideas Which English king signed one
of the most important documents in English history?

2. Comparing What is similar about Edward I’s and 
Philip IV’s actions?

They also wanted to increase their control over the
government and the Church in England.

Henry II ruled from 1154 to 1189. He was one
of the strongest of William’s descendants. He mar-
ried Eleanor of Aquitaine, who had been married to
King Louis VII of France. From this marriage,
Henry gained more territory in France. In England,
he began the practice of trial by jury. Over the years,
the ruling of the English judges formed a body of
law called common law. These laws form the basis
of law in many English-speaking countries.

One of Henry’s sons, King John, had serious
problems. He was a poor military leader. His harsh
rule caused nobles to rebel against him. In 1215,
they forced John to sign an important paper called
the Magna Carta. It put limits on the power of
the king. The document protected the power of
nobles only. Common people, though, said that
parts of the Magna Carta also applied to them.

Another step toward limiting the king came in
the 1200s. Edward I needed to raise taxes for a war
against the French. He called a meeting of repre-
sentatives from all parts of England. It was called a
parliament. The purpose of this meeting was to
approve his tax plan. His Model Parliament met in
1295. This was the first time bishops, nobles, and
common people attended together.

2. Why was the Magna Carta important?

Capetian Dynasty Rules France
(pages 396–397)

What was the Capetian Dynasty?
In France, a new dynasty of kings came to power.
They were called the Capetians. They were named
for the first of these rulers, Hugh Capet, who had
been a duke from the middle of France. This
dynasty ruled from 987 to 1328.

France was split into 30 separate small territo-
ries. Each was ruled by a different lord. The kings
held only a small area centered in Paris. They tried
to gain control of all the land. Gradually, the
growth of royal power would unite France.

One of the most successful kings was Philip II.
He ruled from 1180 to 1223. He tripled the lands
under his control. He also made a stronger central
government. This gave the king more control over
his lands and the people who lived there.

His grandson, Louis IX, ruled from 1226 to
1270. He carried on Philip’s work. Louis set up
royal courts. There, people could appeal their lords’
decisions. These courts increased the king’s power.
In 1302, Philip IV called for a meeting of represen-
tatives. Like Edward I in England, Philip invited
common people. This meeting and the council of
representatives was called the Estates General.

3. How did the kings of France gain more control over
their subjects? 

The Development of England and France

England France

• William the Conqueror invades England in 1066.

• Henry II (1154–1189) introduces use of the jury in English courts.

• John (1199–1216) agrees to the Magna Carta in 1215.

• Edward I (1272–1307) calls the Model Parliament in 1295.

• Hugh Capet increases the territory of France.

• Philip II (1180–1223) established bailiffs to preside over  
courts and collect taxes.

• Louis IX (1226–1270) creates a French appeals court.

• Philip IV (1285–1314) adds Third Estate to the Estates-General.
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CHAPTER 14 Section 4 (pages 398–403)
TERMS AND NAMES
Avignon City in France where the
pope moved temporarily
Great Schism Division in the Church
created by having popes in both
Avignon and Rome
John Wycliffe English scholar who
argued that the Bible was the final
authority for Christian life
John Huss Bohemian scholar who
taught that the Bible was the final
authority for Christian life
bubonic plague Deadly disease that
spread across Asia and Europe in the
mid-14th century
Hundred Years’ War War between
England and France waged from 1337
to 1453
Joan of Arc English peasant who led
the French army to victory at Orleans

The Hundred Years’
War and the Plague
BEFORE YOU READ

In the last section, you read about developments in the
governments of France and England.

In this section, you will learn about the plague, religious
conflict, and war between England and France.

AS YOU READ
Use the time line to take notes on the events of the 1300s
and first half of the 1400s.

A Church Divided (pages 398–399) 

How was the Church divided?
In 1300, the pope said he had supreme authority
over King Philip IV of France. Philip would not
obey him. He held the pope prisoner. Philip
planned to put him on trial. The pope was rescued
but died soon after. The king then forced the elec-
tion of a French cardinal as pope. In 1305, the new
pope moved to Avignon, a city in France. There,
the new pope was to lead the Church. This action
weakened the Church.

In 1378, the French pope at that time died. An
Italian was elected the next pope. But the French

elected their own pope. Confusion resulted.
Church officials had two popes, one in France and
the other in Rome. This situation, called the Great
Schism, lasted 39 years.

At the same time, the pope’s authority was chal-
lenged. The English scholar John Wycliffe and
the Bohemian John Huss argued that the Bible,
not the pope, was the final authority for Christian
teaching.

1. What created the Great Schism?

Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

1337 1429

1305 1378 1453

1300’s

Pope moves to Avignon.
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The Bubonic Plague Strikes
(pages 399–401)

What happened when the plague
struck?
People of the late 1300s experienced an even
greater shock than the schism in the Church. A
deadly disease—the bubonic plague—struck. It
swept across Europe. The plague started in 1347.
It lasted for decades. Millions of people died. The
disease wiped out about one-third of Europe’s
population.

The plague affected Europe’s economy. Trade
declined, and prices rose. Towns became smaller.
Fewer people meant fewer workers. Peasants
demanded wages or their freedom. When nobles
resisted these demands, peasants often revolted.

The Church lost prestige because it could not
stop the plague. Jews were persecuted all over
Europe. The plague helped bring an end to the
Middle Ages.

2. Name three effects of the plague.

The Hundred Years’ War (pages 401–403)

Why was the Hundred Years’ War
fought?
A century-long war also helped bring the Middle
Ages to an end. The last Capetian king of France
died in 1328. He left no heirs. Edward III of
England claimed the throne. In 1337, he began a
war to win control of France. This conflict is known
as the Hundred Years’ War.

English forces won three important battles. At
one, their archers used longbows. These weapons
launched arrows that killed one-third of the
French troops—even armored knights.

By 1429, France was desperate. The French
army held the town of Orleans. But England was
about to capture it. A teenage peasant girl named
Joan of Arc arrived on the scene. She led the army
of France to victory. Then the French crowned a
new king, Charles VII. Later, Joan was captured in
battle by allies of the English. She was turned over
to Church authorities. She was tried as a witch and
burned at the stake.

The Hundred Years’ War finally ended in 1453.
Most of the fighting took place in France. The war
brought France much suffering. However, the war
produced a strong national feeling in both England
and France. It provided the sense that the king was
not just a feudal lord. He was also the leader of a
nation.

3. What role did Joan of Arc play in the Hundred Years’
War?
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CHAPTER

14
SECTION QUIZ Changes in Medieval Society

Section 1

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the term or name that matches the description.
A term may be used more than once or not at all.

a. simony
b. Saladin
c. Urban II
d. Inquisition
e. Gothic style

f. Reconquista
g. First Crusade
h. Second Crusade
i. Third Crusade
j. Fourth Crusade

k. lay investiture
l. Romanesque style

m. St. Francis of Assisi
n. Richard the

Lion-hearted

______ 1. the English king who led the Third Crusade

______ 2. the practice of selling positions in the Church

______ 3. the founder of the Franciscans and co-founder of the Poor Clares

______ 4. the pope who issued the call for the First Crusade

______ 5. the organized effort to drive the Muslims out of Spain

______ 6. the most famous and respected Muslim leader of his age

______ 7. the Crusade that resulted in the looting of Constantinople by Western
Christians

______ 8. the Church court used in Spain to persecute Jews and Muslims

______ 9. the architectural style most closely associated with the Age of Faith

______ 10. the style of architecture intended to achieve greater light and height

______ 11. the Crusade that failed in its goal of recapturing the Crusader state of Edessa
from the Turks

______ 12. the Crusade that resulted in the capture of Jerusalem by the Christians and
the creation of four Crusader states

______ 13. the Crusade that resulted in the signing of a truce and an agreement to allow
Christian pilgrims to visit Jerusalem

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

In a paragraph or two, discuss the causes and effects of the Crusades.
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CHAPTER

14
SECTION QUIZ Trade, Towns, and Financial

Revolution
Section 2

A. Terms andNames If the statement is true, write �true� on the line. If it is false, change
the underlined word or words to make it true.

Example: The burghers of medieval towns were successful merchants and craftspeople.

_________________________________true_________________________________

Example: A medieval guild was an association of people who lived in the same town.

____________________worked at the same craft or trade____________________

1. Vernacular is the common diet of a place or region. _____________________________

2. In medieval Europe, the Church considered usury, the selling of positions in the

Church, a sin. ___________________________________________________________

3. When the harness was improved, oxen could be successfully used for plowing and for

pulling wagons.___________________________________________________________

4. In the Middle Ages, men who studied together at the great universities were known as

scholastics. ______________________________________________________________

5. Food production increased after about the year 800 when peasants adopted the

four-field system of farming.________________________________________________

6. Thomas Aquinas is known for scholarly work that combined Christian belief with the

ideas of the best thinkers of ancient Babylon. __________________________________

7. Dante Alighiere wrote The Canterbury Tales, which describes a pilgrimage to the

shrine of St. Thomas à Becket, around 1387 in English.__________________________

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

Identify at least three ways in which medieval Europe was affected by improved
agricultural practices. Why did improved farming techniques have these effects?
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CHAPTER

14
SECTION QUIZ England and France Develop

Section 3

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. Who led the Norman conquest of England?
a. Henry II
b. Alfred the Great
c. William the Conqueror
d. Richard the Lion-Hearted

______ 2. Which of the following kings was the first to claim all of England as his
personal property?

a. John
b. Henry II
c. William the Conqueror
d. Richard the Lion-Hearted

______ 3. To whom was Eleanor of Aquitaine married?
a. Philip II
b. Henry II
c. Edward I
d. Richard the Lion-Hearted

______ 4. Which of the following correctly matches a Capetian king with one of his
accomplishments?

a. Philip II�founded the Capetian Dynasty
b. Philip IV�included commoners in the Estates General
c. Hugh Capet�was made a saint by the Roman Catholic Church
d. Louis IX�earned the title Augustus by greatly increasing French

territory

______ 5. Who forced whom to sign the Magna Carta?
a. The English nobility forced John to sign.
b. The Model Parliament forced Edward I to sign.
c. The English royal courts of justice forced Henry II to sign.
d. William the Conqueror forced the English nobility to sign.

______ 6. What provided the origin of English common law?
a. Magna Carta
b. Norman conquest
c. Model Parliament
d. royal courts of justice

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What important steps toward democracy were taken by England and France between
the 800s and the 1200s?
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CHAPTER

14
SECTION QUIZ The Hundred Years� War and the

Plague
Section 4

A. Terms andNames If the statement is true, write �true� on the line. If it is false, change
the underlined word or words to make it true.

Example: The Capetian Dynasty began in France in 987. ____________true____________

Example: The Model Parliament met in France in 1295. __________England__________

1. The Church was weakened when Pope Clement V began the practice of locating the

pope�s residence in Paris. __________________________________________________

2. The Great Schism involved a dispute over who was the one true ruler of

France. _________________________________________________________________

3. The bubonic plague killed approximately one third of the population of

Europe._________________________________________________________________

4. The scholar John Wycliff preached that Jesus Christ is the true head of the

Church._________________________________________________________________

5. The French troops who broke the siege of Orléans were led into battle by King Charles

VI._____________________________________________________________________

6. Thomas Aquinas was burned at the stake as a heretic for teaching that the Bible had

greater authority than the pope. _____________________________________________

7. The most effective fighters at the battles of Crécy, Poitiers, and Agincourt, were the

English longbowmen. _____________________________________________________

8. When Pope Boniface VIII declared that monarchs must always obey popes, King Philip

IV of France had the pope excommunicated. __________________________________

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What were the main causes and effects of the Hundred Years� War?
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 17 Section 1 (pages 471–479)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the prologue, you read about the development of
democratic ideas. 

In this section, you will begin your in-depth reading of
modern history starting with the Renaissance.

AS YOU READ
Use this chart to take notes on important changes that
occurred during the Renaissance in Italy.

TERMS AND NAMES
Renaissance Period of rebirth of art
and learning in Europe lasting from
about 1300 to 1600
humanism Focus on human potential
and achievements
secular Concerned with worldly
rather than spiritual matters
patrons People who financially
supported artists
perspective Art technique that
recreates three dimensions 
vernacular Use of native language
instead of classical Latin

Italy: Birthplace of the
Renaissance

Italy’s Advantages (pages 471–472)

Why did the Renaissance 
begin in Italy?
The years 1300 to 1600 saw a rebirth of learning
and culture in Europe called the Renaissance.
This rebirth spread north from Italy. It began there
for three reasons. First, Italy had several important
cities. Cities were places where people exchanged
ideas. Second, these cities included a class of mer-

chants and bankers who were becoming wealthy
and powerful. This class strongly believed in the
idea of individual achievement. Third, Italian
artists and scholars were inspired by the ruined
buildings and other reminders of classical Rome.

1. What are three reasons why the Renaissance began
in Italy?

CHANGES  IN  VALUES CHANGES  IN  AR T CHANGES  IN  L I TERATURE

Humanism—new focus on 
human potential and 
achievements
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158 CHAPTER 17 SECTION 1

Classical and Worldly 
Values (pages 472–473)

What new values did 
people hold?
The new interest in the classical past led to an
important value in Renaissance culture—human-
ism. This was a deep interest in what people have
already achieved as well as what they could achieve
in the future. Scholars did not try to connect clas-
sical writings to Christian teaching. Instead, they
tried to understand them on their own terms.

In the Middle Ages, the emphasis had been
mostly on spiritual values. Renaissance thinkers
stressed secular ideas. These ideas  centered on
the things of the world.  One way that powerful or
wealthy people showed this interest in worldly
things was by paying artists, writers, and musicians
to create beautiful works of art. Wealthy people
who supported artists were known as patrons.

People tried to show that they could master
many fields of study or work. Someone who 
succeeded in many fields was admired greatly. The
artist Leonardo da Vinci was an example of this
ideal. He was a painter, a scientist, and an inventor.
Men were expected to be charming, witty, well
educated, well mannered, athletic, and self-
controlled. Women were expected to have many
accomplishments, too. But women were not to
show them in public.

2. What are secular ideas?

The Renaissance Revolutionizes 
Art (pages 474–475)

How did art change during 
the Renaissance?
Renaissance artists sometimes used new methods.
Sculptors made figures more realistic than those
from the Middle Ages. Painters used perspective
to create the illusion that their paintings were
three-dimensional. The subject of artwork changed

also. Art in the Middle Ages was mostly religious.
Renaissance artists reproduced other views of life.
Michelangelo showed great skill as an architect, a
sculptor, and a painter. 

3. How did the methods and subjects in art change?

Renaissance Writers Change
Literature  (pages 475–477)

How did literature change during
the Renaissance?
Renaissance writers also achieved greatness.
Several wrote in the vernacular. This means they
wrote in their native languages. It was a change
from the Middle Ages, when most writing was
done in Latin. Writers also changed their subject
matter. They began to express their own thoughts
and feelings. Sometimes they gave a detailed look
at an individual. Dante and others wrote poetry,
letters, and stories that were more realistic.
Niccoló Machiavelli took a new approach to under-
standing government. He focused on telling rulers
how to expand their power. He believed rulers
should do what was politically effective, even if it
was not morally right.

4. What did Renaissance writers write about?
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 17 Section 2 (pages 480–487)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section, you read how the Renaissance began 
in Italy. 

In this section, you will learn how Renaissance ideas spread
in northern Europe.

AS YOU READ
Use the web below to show what happened during the
northern Renaissance.

TERMS AND NAMES
Utopia An ideal place
William Shakespeare Famous
Renaissance writer
Johann Gutenberg German
craftsman who developed the
printing press

The Northern
Renaissance

The Northern Renaissance
Begins (page 480)

Why was the time right for the
northern Renaissance to begin?

By 1450, the bubonic plague had ended in
northern Europe. Also, the Hundred Years’ War
between France and England was ending. This
allowed new ideas from Italy to spread to northern
Europe. They were quickly adopted. Here, too,

rulers and merchants used their money to sponsor
artists. But the northern Renaissance had a differ-
ence. Educated people combined classical learning
with interest in religious ideas. 

1. How was the northern Renaissance different 
from the Renaissance in Italy?

Ideas came from Italy 
and spread to 

northern Europe

THE

NOR THERN

RENAISSANCE
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160 CHAPTER 17 SECTION 2

Artistic Ideas Spread (pages 480–481)

What ideas about art developed
in northern Europe?
The new ideas of Italian art moved to the north,
where artists began to use them. Major artists
appeared in parts of Germany, France, Belgium,
and the Netherlands. Dürer painted religious sub-
jects and realistic landscapes. Holbein, Van Eyck,
and Bruegel painted lifelike portraits and scenes of
peasant life. They revealed much about the times.
They began to use oil-based paints. Oils became
very popular, and their use spread to Italy.

2. What did northern European artists paint?

Northern Writers Try to Reform
Society; The Elizabethan Age
(pages 482–483)

What did northern writers write?
Writers of the northern Renaissance combined
humanism with a deep Christian faith. They urged
reforms in the Church. They tried to make people
more devoted to God. They also wanted society to
be more fair. In England, Thomas More wrote a
book about Utopia, an imaginary ideal society
where greed, war, and conflict do not exist.

William Shakespeare is often called the
greatest playwright of all time. His plays showed a
brilliant command of the English language. They
also show a deep understanding of people and how
they interact with one another.

3. Who were two of the most famous writers of the
northern Renaissance?

Printing Spreads Renaissance
Ideas; The Legacy of the
Renaissance (pages 484–485)

Why was the printing press such
an important development?
One reason that learning spread so rapidly during
the Renaissance was the invention of movable type.
The Chinese had invented the process of carving
characters onto wooden blocks. They then
arranged them in words, inked the blocks, and
pressed them against paper to print pages. 

In 1440, a German, Johann Gutenberg, used
this same practice to invent his printing press. He
produced his first book—the Gutenberg Bible—in
1455 on this press. The technology then spread
rapidly. By 1500, presses in Europe had printed
nearly 10 million books.

Printing made it easier to make many copies of
a book. As a result, written works became available
far and wide. Books were printed in English,
French, Spanish, Italian, or German. More people
began to read. The Bible was a popular book. After
reading the Bible, some people formed new ideas
about Christianity. These ideas were different from
the official teachings of the Church.

The Renaissance prompted changes in both art
and society. Artists and writers portrayed people in
more realistic ways and celebrated individual
achievement. In a larger sense, the Renaissance
opened up a world of new ideas to people and led
them to examine and question things more closely.

4. What effects did the printing press have on 
northern European life?
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 17 Section 3 (pages 488–494)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section, you saw how the Renaissance spread to
northern Europe. 

In this section, you will see how Renaissance ideas helped
bring about the Reformation.

AS YOU READ
Use the chart below to take notes on the responses to
Luther’s challenge.

TERMS AND NAMES
indulgence Release from
punishments due for a sin
Reformation 16th-century movement
for religious reform, leading to the
founding of new Christian churches
Lutheran Member of a Protestant
church founded on the teachings of
Martin Luther
Protestant Member of a Christian
church founded on the principles of
the Reformation
Peace of Augsburg Agreement in
1555 declaring that the religion of
each German state would be decided
by its ruler
annul Cancel or put an end to
Anglican Relating to the Church of
England

Luther Leads the
Reformation

Causes of the Reformation
(pages 488–489)

Why was the Church criticized?
By 1500, the influence of the Church on the lives
of people had weakened. Some people resented
paying taxes to support the Church in Rome.
Others sharply criticized the Church for some of its
practices. Popes seemed more concerned with lux-
ury and political power than with spiritual matters.
The lower clergy had faults, too. Many local priests
lacked education and were not able to teach peo-
ple. Some lived immoral lives.

Reformers urged the Church to change its ways
to become more spiritual and humble. Christian
humanists such as Erasmus and Thomas More
added their voices to calls for change. In the early
1500s, the calls grew louder.

1. What kinds of changes did Church critics 
want to make?

BATTLE / POL IT ICAL  ISSUE EFFECT

Responses to Luther’s Challenge The Pope threatens Luther with excommunication.
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162 CHAPTER 17 SECTION 3

Luther Challenges the Church
(page 489)

How did the Reformation begin?
In 1517, a German monk named Martin Luther
protested the actions of a Church official. That per-
son was selling indulgences. An indulgence was a
kind of forgiveness. By paying money to the
Church, people thought they could win salvation.

Luther challenged this practice and others. He
posted a written protest on the door of a castle
church. His words were printed and spread
throughout Germany. This was the beginning of
the Reformation, a movement for reform that led
to the founding of new Christian churches.

2. What role did Martin Luther play in the
Reformation?

The Response to Luther (pages 490–492)

What effects did Luther’s 
protest have?
Pope Leo X punished Luther for his views, but he
refused to change them. Holy Roman Emperor
Charles V, a strong Catholic, called Luther an out-
law. Luther’s books were burned. But it was too
late. Many of his ideas were already being prac-
ticed. The Lutheran Church started around 1522.

In 1524, peasants in Germany hoped to use
Luther’s ideas  about Christian freedom to change
society. They demanded an end to serfdom—a
condition like slavery. When it was not granted,
they revolted. Luther disagreed with this revolt.
German princes killed thousands in putting the
revolt down. 

Some nobles supported Luther’s ideas.  They
saw a chance to weaken the emperor’s power over
them. Other German princes joined forces against
Luther’s supporters. They signed an  agreement to
remain loyal to the pope and the emperor.
Supporters of Luther’s ideas protested this agree-
ment. They were called the Protestants.
Eventually, the term Protestant meant Christians
who belonged to non-Catholic churches.

War broke out between Catholic and
Protestant forces in Germany. It finally ended in
1555 with the Peace of Augsburg. This treaty
granted each prince the right to decide whether his
subjects would be Catholic or Protestant.

3. Why did Luther’s ideas lead to war?

England Becomes Protestant  
(pages 492–494)

How did England become
Protestant?
The Catholic Church faced another challenge to its
power in England. Henry VIII, the king, was mar-
ried to a Spanish princess. She gave birth to a
daughter. England had never had a female ruler.
Henry feared a civil war would start if he had no
son. He believed his wife was too old to have
another child.  He tried to get the pope to annul,
or put an end to, the marriage so he could remar-
ry. The pope refused. 

To remarry, Henry had to get out of the
Catholic church. In 1534, Henry had Parliament
pass laws that created the Church of England.
These laws made the king or queen, not the pope,
head of the Church of England. Henry no longer
had to obey the pope. Henry remarried five times.
His only son was from his third wife.

One of Henry’s daughters, Elizabeth, became
queen in 1558. She finished creating a separate
English church. The new church was called
Anglican. It had some practices that would appeal
to both Protestants and Catholics. In this way,
Elizabeth hoped to end religious conflict.

4. What role did Henry VIII play in creating the 
Church of England?
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CHAPTER 17 EUROPEAN RENAISSANCE AND REFORMATION 163

Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 17 Section 4 (pages 495–500)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section, you read how the Reformation began.

In this section, you will learn how it developed and spread.

AS YOU READ
Use the chart below to take notes on the reforms that
occurred as the Reformation continued.

TERMS AND NAMES
predestination Doctrine that God has
decided all things beforehand,
including which people will be saved
Calvinism Religious teachings based
on the ideas of the reformer John
Calvin
theocracy Government controlled by
religious leaders
Presbyterian Member of a Protestant
church governed by elders and
founded by John Knox
Anabaptist Member of a Protestant
group during the Reformation who
believed only adults should be
baptized. Also believed that church
and state should be separate
Catholic Reformation 16th-century
Catholic reform movement in
response to Protestant Reformation
Jesuits Members of the Society of
Jesus, a Roman Catholic religious
order founded by Ignatius of Loyola
Council of Trent  Meeting of Roman
Catholic leaders to rule on doctrines
criticized by the Protestant reformers

The Reformation
Continues

Calvin Continues the
Reformation (pages 495–496)

What did Calvin teach?
Protestantism arose elsewhere in the 1530s. This
time under the leadership of John Calvin. Calvin
wrote an important book that gave structure to
Protestant beliefs. He taught that people are sinful
by nature. He also taught predestination, the idea
that God determines beforehand who will be
saved. The religion based on Calvin’s teachings is
called Calvinism.

Calvin created a theocracy in Geneva,
Switzerland. It was government run by religious
leaders. It had strict rules of behavior that required
people to live religious lives. Anyone who preached

different religious ideas might be burned at the
stake.

A preacher named John Knox was impressed by
Calvin’s high moral ideals. Knox put these ideas
into practice in Scotland. This was beginning of the
Presbyterian Church. Others in Holland, France,
and Switzerland adopted Calvin’s ideas as well. In
France, his followers were called Huguenots.
Conflict between them and Catholics often turned
into violence. In 1572, mobs killed about 12,000
Huguenots.

1. What is Calvinism?

Calvin begins
another Protestant
church

Continuing
Reforms

During the
Reformation
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164 CHAPTER 17 SECTION 4

Other Protestant Reformers  
(pages 496–498)

What other reformers were
important during the Reformation?
Another new Protestant group was the
Anabaptists. They preached that people should
be baptized into the faith as adults. Anabaptists
also taught that the church and state should be sep-
arate. In addition, they refused to fight in wars. 

Many women played key roles in the
Reformation. They included Marguerite of
Navarre. She protected John Calvin from being
killed for his beliefs. Katherina von Bora was the
wife of Martin Luther. She supported an equal role
for women in marriage.

2. Who were two women who played important roles
in the Reformation?

The Catholic Reformation 
(pages 498–499)

What was the Catholic
Reformation?
Protestant churches grew all over Europe. To keep
Catholic believers loyal, the Catholic Church took
steps to change itself. This was called the Catholic
Reformation.

One Catholic reformer was a Spanish noble
named Ignatius. He founded a new group in the
Church based on deep devotion to Jesus. Members
of this group, called the Jesuits, started schools
across Europe. They sent missionaries to convert
people to Catholicism. In addition, they tried to
stop the spread of Protestant faiths in Europe. 

Two popes of the 1500s helped bring about
changes in the Church. Pope Paul III set up a kind
of court called the Inquisition. It was charged with
finding, trying, and punishing people who broke
the rules of the Church. He also called a meeting

of church leaders, the Council of Trent. The
council, which met in 1545, passed these doctrines:

• the Church’s interpretation of the Bible 
was final

• Christians needed good works as well as 
faith to win salvation

• the Bible and the Church had equal 
authority in setting out Christian beliefs

• indulgences were valid expressions of faith
The next pope, Paul IV, put these doctrines into

practice. These actions helped revive the Church.
They also allowed it to survive the challenge of the
Protestants.

3. What happened at the Council of Trent?

The Legacy of the Reformation
(page 500)

What was the legacy of the
Reformation?
The Reformation had an enduring impact on soci-
ety. In the wake of the movement, Protestant
churches flourished. Meanwhile, the Catholic
Church became more unified as a result of the
reforms started at the Council of Trent.

The Reformation caused an overall decline in
the authority of the church. As a result, individual
monarchs and states gained greater power. This in
turn led to the development of modern nation-
states.

Women thought that their status in society
might improve as a result of the Reformation.
However, this did not happen. Women were still
mainly limited to the concerns of home and family. 

4. What was the result of the declining authority of the
church?
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CHAPTER

17
SECTION QUIZ Italy: Birthplace of the Renaissance

Section 1

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. The period of European history known as the Renaissance roughly covers the
time from

a. 1100 to 1400.
b. 1200 to 1500.
c. 1300 to 1600.
d. 1400 to 1700.

______ 2. The best synonym for secular is
a. new.
b. worldly.
c. humane.
d. religious.

______ 3. To become known as an important patron, one most needed to be
a. wealthy.
b. creative.
c. religious.
d. intellectual.

______ 4. The technique known as perspective is most useful in the creation of
a. drama.
b. sculpture.
c. two-dimensional art.
d. the sonnet form in poetry.

______ 5. A person who produces work �in the vernacular� is one who
a. relies on realism.
b. uses only natural light.
c. uses a verse form of writing.
d. writes in a local, rather than a classical, language.

______ 6. The intellectual and cultural movement known as humanism arose from the
study of

a. medieval scholarship.
b. original Christian writings.
c. classical Greek and Roman culture.
d. the contributions of the Tang and Song dynasties.

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What do you think were the major causes of the European Renaissance? Explain
your answer.
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CHAPTER

17
SECTION QUIZ The Northern Renaissance

Section 2

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. Renaissance painters in Flanders, as in Italy, tended to produce work that was
a. realistic.
b. idealistic.
c. distorted.
d. formal and tightly structured.

______ 2. In Greek, the word utopia means
a. �highest.�
b. �no place.�
c. �everywhere.�
d. �an ideal place.�

______ 3. The first use of movable type was in
a. Greece.
b. Germany.
c. Italy.
d. China.

______ 4. The printing press was invented by
a. Jan van Eyck.
b. Johann Gutenberg.
c. Peter Bruegel the Elder.
d. Hans Holbein the Younger.

______ 5. Which of the following correctly matches the author with something he or
she wrote?

a. Thomas More and Utopia
b. Christine de Pizan and Hamlet
c. William Shakespeare and The Praise of Folly
d. Desiderius Erasmus and Gargantua and Pantagruel

______ 6. Which of the following did Desiderius Erasmus and Thomas More have in
common?

a. Both were French.
b. Both wrote only in English.
c. Both were considered humanists.
d. Both rejected religion and the Bible.

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What was one important and lasting result of the invention of the printing press?
Explain why it came about.
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CHAPTER

17
SECTION QUIZ Luther Leads the Reformation

Section 3

A. Terms andNames Write the letter of the term or name that best answers the question.
A term or name may be used more than once or not at all.

a. Lutheran
b. Protestant
c. Anglican
d. Edict of Worms
e. indulgence

f. Pope Leo X
g. Emperor Charles V
h. Catherine of Aragon
i. Peace of Augsburg
j. Act of Supremacy

k. Anne Boleyn
l. Elizabeth I

m. annul
n. recant
o. Edward VI

______ 1. Who was the last of Henry VIII�s children to rule England?

______ 2. Which official measure made the king, instead of the pope, the head of the
English Church?

______ 3. Who was the wife of a king of England, the mother of a queen of England, and
the aunt of an emperor of the Holy Roman Empire?

______ 4. Whom did Henry VIII want to marry badly enough to prompt his break with
the Roman Catholic Church and the pope?

______ 5. Which term originally referred to a German prince who was not loyal to the
pope?

______ 6. Which term means �to take back a statement�?

______ 7. Who was the first of Henry VIII�s children to rule England?

______ 8. Which official measure made it a crime to give Martin Luther food or shelter?

______ 9. Which term refers to a pardon that releases a sinner from a penalty for
committing a sin?

______ 10. Who was beheaded after being unable to produce a male heir for Henry VIII?

______ 11. Which term means �to set aside�?

______ 12. Who ruled England beginning in 1558?

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

Why do you think some of the German princes supported the pope while others
supported Luther�s ideas?
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CHAPTER

17
SECTION QUIZ The Reformation Continues

Section 4

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. The followers of John Knox became known as
a. Amish.
b. Quakers.
c. Lutherans.
d. Presbyterians.

______ 2. Predestination was one of the main doctrines of
a. theocracy.
b. Calvinism.
c. Lutheranism.
d. the Catholic Reformation.

______ 3. The founder of the religious order known as the Jesuits was
a. Matthew Zell.
b. St. Bartholomew.
c. Ignatius of Loyola.
d. Marguerite of Navarre.

______ 4. The education of children and missionaries was the principal goal of
a. the Jesuits.
b. the Huguenots.
c. the Anabaptists.
d. the Presbyterians.

______ 5. The Council of Trent agreed that
a. Christians need only faith for salvation.
b. the Church�s interpretation of the Bible is final.
c. priests cannot pardon sinners for committing sins.
d. the Bible is the only authority for guiding Christian life.

______ 6. Only the baptism of adults was valid to the
a. Jesuits.
b. Anglicans.
c. Calvinists.
d. Anabaptists.

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

Although Calvinism was severely restrictive, many people admired the way of life in
Geneva, where it controlled the society. Why do you think this was so?
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CHAPTER 19 AN AGE OF EXPLORATIONS AND ISOLATION 175

Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 19 Section 1 (pages 529–535)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last chapter, you read about empire building in Asia. 

In this section, you will learn why and how Europeans
began an age of exploration.

AS YOU READ
Use the time line below to take notes on important events
in European exploration.

TERMS AND NAMES
Bartolomeu Dias Portuguese
explorer who rounded the tip of
Africa
Prince Henry Portuguese supporter
of exploration
Vasco da Gama Explorer who gave
Portugal a direct sea route to India
Treaty of Tordesillas  Treaty between
Spain and Portugal dividing newly
discovered lands between them
Dutch East India Company Dutch
company that established and
directed trade throughout Asia

Europeans Explore 
the East

For “God, Glory, and Gold”
(pages 529–530)

Why did Europeans begin to
explore new lands?
For many centuries, Europeans did not have much
contact with people from other lands. That
changed in the 1400s. Europeans hoped to gain
new sources of wealth. By exploring the seas,
traders hoped to find new, faster routes to Asia—

the source of spices and luxury goods. Another reason
for exploration was spreading Christianity to new
lands.

Bartolomeu Dias, an early Portuguese explor-
er, explained his motives: “to serve God and His
Majesty, to give light to those who were in darkness
and to grow rich as all men desire to do.”

Advances in technology made these voyages
possible. A new kind of ship, the caravel, was
stronger than earlier ships. It had triangle-shaped
sails that allowed it to sail against the wind. Ships

1492

1488 1498

1419
Prince Henry starts 

a school of navigation
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176 CHAPTER 19 SECTION 1

could now travel far out into the ocean. The magnetic
compass allowed sea captains to stay on course better.

1. What were the two main reasons for European
exploration?

Portugal Leads the Way; 
Spain Also Makes Claims 
(pages 530–533)

How did Portugal lead the way 
in exploration?
The first nation to develop and use the caravel and
the magnetic compass was Portugal. Prince
Henry was committed to the idea of exploring. In
1419, he started a school of navigation. Sea cap-
tains, mapmakers, and navigators met and
exchanged ideas there.

Over the next few decades, Portuguese captains
sailed farther and farther down the west coast of
Africa. In 1488, Bartolomeu Dias reached the
southern tip of Africa. Ten years later, Vasco da
Gama led a ship around Africa, to India, and back.
The Portuguese had found a sea route to Asia.

The Spanish, meanwhile, had plans of their
own. Christopher Columbus convinced the king
and queen that he could reach Asia by sailing west.
In 1492, instead of landing in Asia, Columbus
touched land in the islands of the Americas. Spain
and Portugal argued over which nation had the
rights to the land that Columbus had claimed. In
1494, they signed the Treaty of Tordesillas. It
divided the world into two areas. Portugal won the
right to control the eastern parts—including
Africa, India, and other parts of Asia. Spain got the
western parts—including most of the Americas.

2. How did Spain and Portugal solve their differences
over claims to new lands?

Trading Empires in the Indian
Ocean (pages 533–535)

Who established trading empires
in the Indian Ocean?
Portugal moved quickly to make the new Indian
Ocean route pay off. Through military might,
Portugal gained power over islands that were rich
in desirable spices. They were called the Spice
Islands. Spices now cost Europeans one-fifth of
what they had cost before, while still making
Portugal very wealthy.

Other European nations joined in this trade. In
the 1600s, the English and Dutch entered the East
Indies. They quickly broke Portuguese power in
the area. Then both nations set up an East India
Company to control Asian trade. These companies
were more than businesses. They were like govern-
ments. They had the power to make money, sign
treaties, and raise their own armies. The Dutch
East India Company was richer and more pow-
erful than England’s company. 

By 1700, the Dutch ruled much of Indonesia.
They had trading posts in many other Asian coun-
tries and commanded the southern tip of Africa. At
the same time, both England and France finally
gained footholds in India.

Nevertheless, even though Europeans con-
trolled the trade between Asia and Europe, they
had little impact on most people living in these
areas.

3. How did the Dutch and English become 
Indian Ocean trading powers ?
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CHAPTER 20 THE ATLANTIC WORLD 185

Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 20 Section 2 (pages 561–565)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last chapter, you read about Spanish conquests.

In this section, you will see how other nations competed
for power in North America.

AS YOU READ
Use the web below to show different claims in North
America.

TERMS AND NAMES
New France Area of the Americas
explored and claimed by France
Jamestown First permanent
settlement in America
Pilgrims Group of English people
who founded a colony in Plymouth
Puritans People who did not agree
with the practices of the Church of
England
New Netherland Dutch colony
begun in modern New York City
French and Indian War  War between
Britain and France over land in North
America
Metacom Native American leader
who led an attack on the villages of
Massachusetts; also called King
Philip

European Nations
Settle North America

Competing Claims in North
America (pages 561–562)

What new colonies were 
formed in North America?
In the early 1500s, the French began to explore
North America. Jacques Cartier discovered and
named the St. Lawrence River. He then followed it
to the site of what is now Montreal. In 1608,
Samuel de Champlain sailed as far as modern-day
Quebec. In the next 100 years, the French
explored and claimed the area around the Great
Lakes and the Mississippi River all the way to its
mouth at the Gulf of Mexico. The area became

known as New France. The main activity in this
colony was trade in beaver fur.

1. What was the main economic activity in New France?

The English Arrive in North
America (pages 562–563)

Why did the English settle in
Massachusetts?
The English also began to colonize North America.
The first permanent settlement was at Jamestown,

French
New France

English

Native AmericanDutch

North
America
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186 CHAPTER 20 SECTION 2

in modern Virginia, in 1607. The colony struggled at
first. Many settlers died from disease, hunger, or war
with the native peoples. Soon, farmers began to grow
tobacco to meet the high demand for it in Europe.

In 1620, a group known as Pilgrims founded a
second English colony in Plymouth, in
Massachusetts. These settlers and others who fol-
lowed were deeply religious people who did not
agree with the practices of the Church of England.
They were called Puritans.

Meanwhile, the Dutch also started a new
colony. They settled in the location of modern New
York City and called it New Netherland. Like the
French, they traded fur. The colony became known
as a home to people of many different cultures.
Europeans also took possession of many islands of
the Caribbean. There they built tobacco and sugar
plantations that used enslaved Africans as workers.

2. In which two places did English colonists
first settle?

The Struggle for North America 
(pages 563–564)

Who fought for control of 
North America?
The European powers began to fight for control of
North America. First, the English forced the
Dutch to give up their colony. New Amsterdam
was renamed New York. The English also started
other colonies along the Atlantic coast, from New
Hampshire to Georgia. These English colonists
interfered with the French settlers in Canada. 

The British and the French clashed over the
Ohio Valley in 1754. The fight was called the
French and Indian War. When it ended in 1763,
France was forced to give up all its land in North
America to England.

3. How did England gain land from the French?

Native Americans Respond
(pages 564–565)

How did native peoples respond 
to the colonists?
The native peoples responded to the colonists in
many different ways. Many worked closely with the
French and Dutch, joining in the fur trade and
benefiting from it. Those who lived near the
English, though, had stormier relations with
colonists. More than just trade, the English were
interested in settling the land and farming it. This
was land that Native Americans would not be able
to use for hunting or growing their own food. 

Conflicts over land erupted into war several
times. One of the bloodiest times was known as
King Philip’s War. The Native American ruler
Metacom (also known as King Philip) led an attack
on 52 colonial villages throughout Massachusetts.
However, Metacom’s forces were no match for the
settlers’ guns and cannons. 

As in Spanish lands, the native peoples suffered
even more from disease than from warfare.
Thousands upon thousands of Native Americans
died from European illnesses. This made it impos-
sible for them to resist the growth of the colonies.

4. Why did Native Americans lose their way of life?
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 36 Section 1 (pages 1071–1074)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section, you read about struggles for democracy
in China.

In this section, you will learn about recent changes in 
science and technology.

AS YOU READ
Use the chart below to take notes on recent 
developments and discoveries and their effects.

TERMS AND NAMES
International Space Station Project,
involving 16 nations, to build a huge
laboratory in space
Internet Worldwide computer
network
genetic engineering Use of genes to
develop new products and cures
cloning Process of creating identical
copies of DNA for research and other
purposes
green revolution Attempt to increase
food resources worldwide in the 20th
century

The Impact of 
Science and Technology

Exploring the Solar System 
and Beyond (pages 1071–1072)

How did competition give way to
cooperation in space?
From the 1950s to the 1970s, the United States
and Soviet Union took their Cold War rivalry to
space. Each nation tried to be the first to reach the
moon and beyond.

In the 1970s, the two nations began to cooper-
ate in space exploration. In 1975, United States
and Soviet spacecraft docked, or joined together, in
space. Later, American and Soviet space missions
included scientists from other countries. In the
late 1990s, the United States, Russia, and 14 other
nations began working together to build the
International Space Station.

Some space missions did not include human
crew members. Unmanned flights sent back pic-
tures and information about other planets. 

DEVELOPMENT /D ISCOVERY EFFECT

Satellites Improved television broadcasts.
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358 CHAPTER 36 SECTION 1

In 1990, the United States and European coun-
tries sent the Hubble Space Telescope into 
orbit around the earth. This satellite sent back
unprecedented images of objects in space.

1. Give three examples of international cooperation 
in space.

Expanding Global
Communications (pages 1072–1073)

How has technology 
changed communications?
Every day satellites are used to track the weather
around the world. They are also used to search for
minerals on the planet. Satellites allow television
broadcasts to carry events live around the world.

Another advance in technology has been the
computer. Computers have become more powerful
since they were first invented. At the same time,
they have gotten smaller in size. Consumer goods
such as microwave ovens, telephones, and cars
often include computer chips to keep them run-
ning.

Millions of people around the world use per-
sonal computers at work or at home. Many of these
people are connected through the Internet, a
worldwide computer network. The Internet allows
people to get a great deal of information more
quickly and easily than ever before. The Internet also
allows people to communicate with one another.

2. How have computers changed everyday living?

Transforming Human Life 
(pages 1073–1074)

How has new technology 
changed medicine?
New technology has changed medicine. Lasers
allow doctors to perform surgery to fix problems in
delicate areas, such as in the eye or the brain. New
methods for making images of the body help doc-
tors locate problems.

Research into genes has helped unlock the
secrets of some diseases. Genetic engineering
enables scientists to use genes in new ways. For
example, scientists can develop plants with special
traits. Cloning is part of genetic engineering. It is
the creation of identical copies of DNA. Cloning
can be used to produce plants and animals that are
identical to the existing plants and animals. The
application of this new understanding of genes has
led to many developments in agriculture.

Scientists have made other advances in farming.
In the green revolution, scientists have devel-
oped new strains of food crops to help farmers grow
more food.

3. Why is genetic engineering an 
important development?
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 20 Section 1 (pages 553–559)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last chapter, you read about European 
exploration in the East.

In this section, you will study the Spanish and 
Portuguese exploration of the Americas.

AS YOU READ
Use the web below to show some of the results of 
Spanish conquest.

TERMS AND NAMES
Christopher Columbus Italian
explorer who landed in the Americas
colony Land controlled by another
nation
Hernando Cortés Conquistador who
defeated the Aztec
conquistadors Spanish explorers in
the Americas
Francisco Pizarro Conquistador who
defeated the Inca
Atahualpa Last Incan emperor
mestizo Person with mixed Spanish
and Native American blood
encomienda System of mining and
farming using natives as slave labor

Spain Builds an
American Empire

The Voyage of Columbus 
(pages 553–554)

How did the voyage of Columbus
change the Americas?
In 1492, Christopher Columbus, an Italian
sailor, led a voyage for Spain. He sailed west hop-
ing to reach Asia. Instead, he landed in the
Americas. Columbus thought that he had reached
the East Indies in Asia. He misnamed the natives
he met there, calling them Indians. He claimed the
land for Spain. From then on, Spain began to cre-
ate colonies. Colonies are lands controlled by
another nation.

In 1500, a Portuguese explorer claimed Brazil.
In 1501, Amerigo Vespucci explored the eastern
coast of South America. He said that these lands
were a new world. Soon after, a mapmaker showed
the lands as a separate continent. He named them
America after Vespucci.

Other voyages gave Europeans more knowl-
edge about the world. Balboa reached the Pacific
Ocean. Ferdinand Magellan sailed completely
around the world. 

1. Which voyages gave Europeans 
new knowledge of the world?

Effects of Spanish Conquest
on the Americas

political
New France

social economic
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184 CHAPTER 20 SECTION 1

Spanish Conquests in Mexico
(pages 554–556)

Why did Spain conquer the
Aztecs?
Hernando Cortés was one of the Spanish con-
quistadors, or conquerors. In the 16th century,
they began to explore the lands of the Americas.
They were seeking great riches. In 1519, Cortés
came to Mexico and defeated the powerful Aztec
Empire led by Montezuma II. 

2. What was the main goal of Cortéz in his conquests?

Spanish Conquests in Peru 
(pages 556–557)

How did Spain build an empire?
About 15 years later, Francisco Pizarro led
another Spanish force. It conquered the mighty
Inca Empire of South America, led by Atahualpa,
the last of the Incan emperors. Once again, the
Spanish found gold and silver. By the mid-1500s,
Spain had formed an American empire that
stretched from modern-day Mexico to Peru. After
1540, the Spanish looked north of Mexico and
explored the future United States.

The Spanish lived among the people they con-
quered. Spanish men married native women. Their
children and descendants were called mestizo—
people with mixed Spanish and Native American
blood. The Spanish also formed large farms and
mines that used natives as slave labor. This system
was known as encomienda.

One large area of the Americas—Brazil—was
the possession of Portugal. In the 1830s, colonists
began to settle there. Colonists built huge farms
called plantations to grow sugar, which was in
demand in Europe.

3. Give two examples of conquistadors and explain
what they did.

Spain’s Influence Expands
(page 558)

Where did Spain hope to gain 
more power?
Soon Spain began to want even more power in the
Americas. It started to look at land that is now part
of the United States. Explorers like Coronado led
expeditions to the area. Catholic priests went
along.

4. What area did Coronado explore?

Opposition to Spanish Rule 
(page 559)

Who opposed Spanish rule?
Spanish priests began to make some protests, how-
ever. One thing they criticized was the encomienda
system. A monk named Bartolomé de Las Casas
and others successfully called for the end of the
system.

Native Americans also resisted new or contin-
ued Spanish rule. One of the most serious rebel-
lions occurred in New Mexico. A Pueblo leader
named Popé led a well-organized effort. It involved
about 17,000 warriors and drove the Spanish back
into New Spain for 12 years.

5. What challenges to their power did the 
Spanish face?
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CHAPTER 20 THE ATLANTIC WORLD 189

Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 20 Section 4 (pages 571–575)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section, you read about the slave trade. 

In this section, you will learn about other kinds of trade.

AS YOU READ
Use the chart below to take notes on the Columbian
Exchange.

TERMS AND NAMES
Columbian Exchange Global transfer
of foods, plants, and animals during
the colonization of the Americas
capitalism Economic system based
on private ownership and the
investment of wealth for profit
joint-stock company Company in
which people pooled their wealth for
a common purpose
mercantilism Economic policy of
increasing wealth and power by
obtaining large amounts of gold and
silver and selling more goods than
are bought 
favorable balance of trade Condition
resulting from selling more goods
than are bought

The Columbian
Exchange and Global
Trade

The Columbian Exchange 
(pages 571–573)

What was the Columbian
Exchange?
There was constant movement of people and prod-
ucts from Europe and Africa to the Americas. The
large-scale transfer of foods, plants, and animals
was called the Columbian Exchange. Important
foods such as corn and potatoes were taken from
the Americas to Europe, Africa, and Asia.

Some foods moved from the Old World to the
New. Bananas, black-eyed peas, and yams were
taken from Africa to the Americas. Cattle, pigs, and
horses had never been seen in the Americas until
the Europeans brought them. Deadly illnesses also
moved to the Americas. They killed a large part of
the Native American population.

1. What did the Columbian Exchange take from the
Americas, and what did it bring?

COLUMBIAN EXCHANGE

Leaving the Americas Arriving in the Americas

tomatoes, corn, potatoes
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Global Trade (pages 573–574)

How did business change?
The settling of the Americas and the growth of
trade started an economic revolution. This revolu-
tion led to a new set of business practices still fol-
lowed today. One was the rise of an economic sys-
tem called capitalism. It is based on private own-
ership of property and the right of a business to
earn a profit on money it has invested. 

Another new business idea was the joint-stock
company. In this type of company, many investors
pool their money to start a business and share in
the profits. 

2. What is capitalism?

The Growth of Mercantilism 
(pages 574–575)

Why were colonies important in
mercantilism?
During the Commercial Revolution, European
governments began to follow an idea called mer-
cantilism. According to this theory, a country’s
power depended on its wealth. Getting more gold
and silver increased a country’s wealth. So did sell-
ing more goods than it bought. Selling more than it
bought would result in a favorable balance of
trade. Colonies played an important role because
they provided goods that could be sold in trade.

The American colonies changed European soci-
ety. Merchants grew wealthy and powerful. Towns
and cities grew larger. Still, most people lived in
the countryside, farmed for a living, and were poor.

3. Why were colonies important to European 
mercantilism?
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 36 Section 2 (pages 1075–1081)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section, you read about changes in science 
and technology.

In this section, you will read about the new global 
economy.

AS YOU READ
Use the chart below to show the causes and effects 
of global economic development.

TERMS AND NAMES
developed nation Industrialized
nation
emerging nation Nation that is still
developing industry
global economy Economy linking the
economies of many nations
free trade Absence of barriers that
can block trade between countries
ozone layer Layer of atmosphere that
blocks dangerous rays from the sun
sustainable growth Economic
growth that meets current needs but
conserves resources for the future

Global Economic
Development

Technology Revolutionizes the
World’s Economy (pages 1075–1076)

How have the economies of the
developed nations changed?
Technology has changed the world’s economies. In
the 1950s, scientists found new ways to make plas-
tics, which came to be widely used. In recent years,
industries have begun using robots to make prod-
ucts. These changes have required workers to have
more and different skills than before.

In industrialized nations, or developed
nations, there are more jobs in service and infor-
mation industries. Manufacturing jobs began to
grow more quickly in the emerging nations
where wages are lower.

1. What types of jobs are on the increase in 
developed nations?

Global
Economic

Development

New technology

Causes Effects
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Economic Globalization (pages 1076–1077)

Why is free trade important in a
global economy?
A global economy continued to develop in the
1980s. Telephone and computer links connect
banks and other financial companies around the
world. Multinational corporations operate in many
countries.

After World War II, many leaders believed that
world economies would grow best if there were
free trade. This means there would be no barriers
to block goods from one country from entering
another country. Many steps have been taken to
put free trade in practice. In 1951, some nations in
Europe joined together to create free trade. That
group, now called the European Union (EU), has
grown to become a powerful trading bloc.

The United States, Canada, and Mexico agreed
to the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) in 1994. Another free trade zone was set
up in Latin America. Similar groups are being put
together in Africa and Asia.

In recent years, there has been considerable
disagreement on the impact of the globalization of
the economy. Supporters suggest that open, com-
petitive markets and the free flow of goods, serv-
ices, technology, and investments benefit all
nations. Opponents charge that globalization has
been a disaster for the poorest countries. Many,
they suggest, are worse off today than they were in
the past.

2. Name three steps that have been taken in the 
direction of free trade.

Impact of Global Development
(pages 1079–1080)

How has the development of the
global economy affected the use
of energy and other resources?
Economic growth needs many resources.
Manufacturing and trade both use huge amounts
of energy. Oil has been a major source of this ener-
gy. Whenever the flow of oil has been threatened,
the world’s economies have suffered shocks.

In 1990, Iraq invaded Kuwait. This threatened
the flow of Kuwaiti oil. Soon, the countries of the
United Nations went to war against Iraq. This was
known as the Gulf War.

Economic growth has also caused environmen-
tal problems. Burning coal and oil has polluted the
air. It has also caused acid rain and contributed to
global warming. The release of some chemicals
into the air has weakened Earth’s ozone layer.
This layer of atmosphere blocks dangerous rays
from the sun.

One new idea about growth involves sustainable
development. Sustainable growth requires meet-
ing current needs while conserving future resources.

3. What environmental problems have resulted 
from economic growth?
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 20 Section 3 (pages 566–570)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section, you saw how different European
nations settled in North America. 

In this section, you will read about the slave trade 
that brought Africans to the Americas.

AS YOU READ
Use the chart below to take notes on the triangular 
trade system.

TERMS AND NAMES

Atlantic slave trade Buying and
selling of Africans for work in the
Americas
triangular trade European trade
between the Americas, Africa, and
Europe involving slaves and other
goods
middle passage Voyage that brought
captured Africans to the West Indies
and the Americas

The Atlantic 
Slave Trade

The Causes of African Slavery
(pages 566–567)

What was the Atlantic slave trade?
Slavery has had a long history in Africa and in the
world. For most of that history in Africa, though,
large numbers of people had not been enslaved.
That changed in the 600s, when Muslim traders
started to take many slaves to Southwest Asia. 

Most worked as servants, and they did have cer-
tain rights. Also, the sons and daughters of slaves
were considered to be free. The European slave
trade that began in the 1500s was larger. The
enslaved Africans also were treated far more harshly.

In the Americas, Europeans first used Native
Americans to work farms and mines. When the
native peoples began dying from disease, the
Europeans brought in Africans. The buying and sell-
ing of Africans for work in the Americas became
known as the Atlantic slave trade. From 1500 to
1870, when the slave trade in the Americas finally
ended, about 9.5 million Africans had been imported
as slaves.

The Spanish first began the practice of bringing
Africans to the Americas. However, the Portuguese
increased the demand for slaves. They were look-
ing for workers for their sugar plantations in Brazil.

Where were goods
sent?

What was
traded?

Who traded?
Spanish, Portuguese, and
others

Triangular
trade
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188 CHAPTER 20 SECTION 3

1. Why were slaves brought to the Americas?

Slavery Spreads Throughout the
Americas (pages 567–568)

What sorts of plantations existed
in the Americas?
Other European colonies also brought slaves to
work on tobacco, sugar, and coffee plantations.
About 400,000 slaves were brought to the English
colonies in North America. Their population had
increased to about 2 million in 1830.

Many African rulers joined in the slave trade.
They captured people inland and brought them to
the coast to sell to European traders.

2. How did some African rulers participate in the slave
trade?

A Forced Journey (page 568–569)

What kinds of trade included
human beings?
Africans taken to the Americas were part of a tri-
angular trade between Europe, Africa, and the
Americas. European ships brought manufactured
goods to Africa, trading them for people. They car-
ried Africans across the Atlantic to the Americas,
where they were sold into slavery. The traders then
bought sugar, coffee, and tobacco to bring back to
Europe.

Another triangle involved ships sailing from the
northern English colonies in North America. They

carried rum to Africa, people to the West Indies,
and sugar and molasses back to the colonies to
make more rum.

The part of the voyage that brought people to
the Americas was called the middle passage. It
was harsh and cruel. People were crammed into
ships, beaten, and given little food. About 20 per-
cent of the people on these ships died.

3. What was the triangular trade?

Slavery in the Americas;
Consequences of the 
Slave Trade  (pages 569–570)

What was life like for the slaves?
Life on the plantations was harsh as well. People
were sold to the highest bidder. They worked from
dawn to dusk in the fields. They lived in small huts
and had little food and clothing. Africans kept alive
their traditional music and beliefs to try to main-
tain their spirits. Sometimes they rebelled. From
North America to Brazil, from 1522 to the 1800s,
there were small-scale slave revolts.

The Atlantic slave trade had a huge impact on
both Africa and the Americas. In Africa many cul-
tures lost generations of members. Africans began
fighting Africans over the control of the slave trade. 

The Africans’ labor helped build the Americas.
They brought skills and culture too. Many of the
nations of the Americas have mixed race popula-
tions.

4. How did Africans change the Americas?
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CHAPTER

19
SECTION QUIZ Europeans Explore the East

Section 1

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. What European nation profited most from trade with the East in the years
directly following the Crusades?

a. Italy
b. Spain

c. France
d. England

______ 2. Which nation did Prince Henry help to take the lead in overseas exploration?
a. Italy
b. Spain

c. Portugal
d. the Netherlands

______ 3. In the 1400s, what was the most important trade good from the East?
a. tea
b. silk

c. spices
d. porcelain

______ 4. Bartolomeu Dias captained the first European ship to sail what route?
a. west across the Atlantic Ocean
b. along the West Coast of Africa
c. across the Indian Ocean to India
d. around the southern tip of Africa

______ 5. What did Vasco da Gama succeed in gaining for Portugal?
a. control of the Spice Islands
b. a sea route between Portugal and India
c. a sea route between Portugal and China
d. profitable trade with the Philippine Islands

______ 6. The Line of Demarcation established a boundary between which two regions?
a. Portugal and Spain
b. claimed and unclaimed lands
c. new lands Portugal could claim and those Spain could claim
d. the part of the world that was under the pope�s control and the part

that was not

______ 7. By the 1700s, which nation�s East India Company dominated the Indian Ocean
trade?

a. France
b. England

c. Portugal
d. the Netherlands

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What inspired Europeans to begin exploring foreign lands in the 1400s? What made it
possible for them to begin these explorations?
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CHAPTER

20
SECTION QUIZ European Nations Settle North

America
Section 2

A. Terms andNames If the statement is true, write �true� on the line. If it is false, change
the underlined word or words to make it true.

Example: The Treaty of Tordesillas divided new lands between the Spanish and the

Portuguese. ___________________________true___________________________

Example: The French and the English largely honored the Treaty of Tordesillas.

________________________________ignored________________________________

1. The Dutch were ousted from North America by the English. _____________________

2. Quebec was the first permanent English settlement in North America. _____________

3. New Netherland covered much of what is now the midwestern United States and

eastern Canada. __________________________________________________________

4. The Pilgrim settlers who founded Jamestown were mainly interested in religious

freedom.________________________________________________________________

5. The group known as the Puritans founded the colony known as Massachusetts Bay.

_______________________________________________________________________

6. The French and Indian War began in 1675 when Metacom led an attack on colonial

villages in Massachusetts. __________________________________________________

7. As a result of the French and Indian War, the French seized control of nearly the entire

eastern half of North America. ______________________________________________

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What were the chief reasons that the French, English, and Dutch each were interested
in North America during this time? How did the occupations and activities of the
French, English, and Dutch compare?
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CHAPTER

36
SECTION QUIZ The Impact of Science and

Technology
Section 1

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. NASA and the European space agency cooperated in the launch of the
a. International Space Station.
b. Hubble Space Telescope.
c. first manned spacecraft.
d. first spacecraft with an international crew.

______ 2. The Internet was originally developed for use in
a. international espionage.
b. missile control.
c. space exploration.
d. scientific research.

______ 3. The term �genetic engineering� refers to
a. using extremely precise surgical techniques.
b. selective breeding to emphasize certain traits.
c. modifying the hereditary units in an organism.
d. creating machines that can do the work of humans.

______ 4. The successful cloning of an organism would, by definition, result in a new
organism that was

a. unable to reproduce itself.
b. genetically identical to the original.
c. superior in at least one trait to the original.
d. larger, stronger, and healthier than the original.

______ 5. The �green revolution� was an effort to
a. produce food more efficiently.
b. use only natural fertilizers and pesticides.
c. combine small farms into large businesses.
d. increase the number of people engaged in farming.

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

The word outlook can mean �attitude; way of thinking� or it can mean �what is likely
for the future; likely outcome.� How have recent advances in science and technology
shaped both our attitudes and what is likely for us in the future?
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CHAPTER

20
SECTION QUIZ Spain Builds an American Empire

Section 1

A. Terms andNames If the statement is true, write �true� on the line. If it is false, change
the underlined word or words to make it true.

Example: In 1680, Popé led a successful revolt against the Spanish. ________true________

Example: As a result of Popé�s uprising, the Apache regained control of their lands.

________________________________Pueblo________________________________

1. Today�s mestizos are descendants of Portuguese colonists and Native

Americans. ______________________________________________________________

2. Hernándo Cortés marched his force of about 600 men through Mexico to conquer the

Aztec Empire. ___________________________________________________________

3. In 1492, Christopher Columbus set sail east across the Indian Ocean in search of a

trade route to Asia and its riches. ____________________________________________

4. The purpose of Christopher Columbus�s second voyage to the Americas was to establish

Spanish colonies on the islands of the Caribbean._______________________________

5. The encomiendas were Spanish explorers who conquered and colonized areas of what

are now Mexico, South America, and the United States.__________________________

6. Montezuma II, the leader of the Arawak people of Brazil, fell out of favor with his

subjects over his response to the Spanish conquest. _____________________________

7. Francisco Pizarro and his army defeated the Inca by killing a largely unarmed group

and then kidnapping and murdering their king._________________________________

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

Do you think the native peoples of the Americas could have successfully defended their
civilizations if they had been more suspicious of the first Spanish to arrive? Explain.
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CHAPTER

20
SECTION QUIZ The Columbian Exchange and

Global Trade
Section 4

A. Terms andNames If the statement is true, write �true� on the line. If it is false, change
the underlined word or words to make it true.

Example: The Columbian Exchange began with the arrival of Christopher Columbus in

the Caribbean. __________________________true__________________________

Example: The transfer of disease that was part of the Columbian Exchange was most

deadly to the native peoples of Europe. ___________the Americas___________

1. The joint-stock company of the 1500s and 1600s was very similar to today�s

corporation. _____________________________________________________________

2. Capitalism is an economic system based on public ownership of property and the

investment of wealth to earn profit. __________________________________________

3. Most European joint-stock companies of the 1500s and 1600s were founded for the

purpose of fighting wars.___________________________________________________

4. New business and trade practices in Europe during the 16th and 17th centuries took

place before the establishment of colonial empires in the Americas.________________

5. As part of the Columbian Exchange, corn and potatoes were carried west across the

Pacific Ocean for the first time. _____________________________________________

6. As part of the Columbian Exchange, tobacco and tomatoes were carried west across

the Pacific Ocean for the first time___________________________________________

7. According to mercantilism, a favorable balance of trade results when the value of the

goods sold by a country equals the value of the goods bought by that country. ________

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What was mercantilism? How and why did it encourage European colonization of
the Americas?
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CHAPTER

36
SECTION QUIZ Global Economic Development

Section 2

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. A developed nation is usually LOWER than an emerging nation with respect to
a. literacy.
b. life expectancy.
c. standard of living.
d. political instability.

______ 2. In the Persian Gulf War of 1991, 39 allied nations fought against the nation of
a. Iran.
b. Iraq.
c. Kuwait.
d. Saudi Arabia.

______ 3. The term �global economy� refers to financial interactions that
a. cross international borders.
b. occur anywhere in the world.
c. decrease one nation�s dependence on another.
d. are controlled or overseen by the United Nations.

______ 4. The major cause of damage to the atmosphere�s ozone layer is caused by
a. acid rain.
b. global warming.
c. chlorofluorocarbons.
d. the sun�s ultraviolet rays.

______ 5. A nation that oppossed the principles of free trade would
a. establish import taxes.
b. import more products than it exports.
c. refuse to trade with a particular nation.
d. increase the price of an exported product.

______ 6. A multinational corporation is one that
a. produces products for export.
b. operates in a number of countries.
c. has stockholders from many nations.
d. depends on the import of raw materials.

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

Why might it be more difficult to successfully practice sustainable development in an
emerging nation than in a developed nation?

Global Interdependence 595
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Name ____________________________________________________ Date _____________________

CHAPTER

20
SECTION QUIZ The Atlantic Slave Trade

Section 3

A. Terms and Names Answer the following questions on the lines provided.

1. Why did the trade in African slaves increase dramatically in the seventh century?

_______________________________________________________________________

2. What are some ways in which slavery in African and Muslim societies was different

from slavery in the Americas?

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

3. What are some reasons that Africans were considered ideal laborers for the plantations

and mines of the European colonists in the Americas?

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

4. What are three nations, continents, or regions that were an essential part of the

triangular trade network?

_______________________________________________________________________

5. What are some of the goods that were essential to the triangular trade network?

_______________________________________________________________________

6. What was the starting point and what were the ending points of the middle passage?

_______________________________________________________________________

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What were some of the ways in which the Atlantic slave trade affected African and
American societies from the 1400s to the 1800s?
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 27 Section 1 (pages 773–778)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section, you read about movements for 
democracy and self-rule.

In this section, you will learn about imperialism in Africa.

AS YOU READ
Use the chart below to take notes on the reasons why
Europeans created overseas empires.

The Scramble 
for Africa

Africa Before European
Domination; Forces Driving
Imperialism (pages 773–775)

Why did imperialism begin in 
the 1800s?
In the early 1800s, Europeans controlled a few
areas along the coast of Africa. By the mid-1800s,
Europeans were expanding their control to new
lands. This policy is called imperialism.

There were four basic reasons for imperialism.
The first reason for imperialism had to do with
money. Europeans wanted colonies to provide raw
materials for their factories. The Europeans also
wanted to sell their goods in their new colonies.

National pride was a second reason for imperi-
alism. Some nations wanted to gain colonies to
show their national strength.

Racism was a third reason for imperialism.
Racism is the belief that one race is better than
others. Many Europeans believed that whites were
better than other races.

Imperialism

TERMS AND NAMES
imperialism Control by a strong
nation over a weaker nation
racism Belief that one race is
superior to others
Social Darwinism Use of Charles
Darwin’s ideas about evolution to
explain human societies
Berlin Conference Meeting at which
Europeans agreed on rules for
colonizing Africa
Shaka Zulu chief who created a
large centralized state
Boer Dutch colonist in South Africa
Boer War  War between the British
and the Boers

Economic
Sell goods to new markets

CulturalPolitical
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258 CHAPTER 27 SECTION 1

Racism is related to Social Darwinism. Social
Darwinism is the use of Charles Darwin’s ideas
about evolution to explain human societies. One of
Darwin’s ideas was “survival of the fittest.” This
idea was that the fittest, or strongest, species would
survive. Weak species would not survive.

People who believed in Social Darwinism
argued that fit people and nations survived. They
also believed that weak people and nations would
not survive.

Christian missionaries also supported imperial-
ism. They thought that European rule would end
the slave trade. The missionaries also wanted to con-
vert the people of other continents to Christianity.

Europeans began to take lands in Africa for
these reasons. Technology helped the Europeans
succeed. The African peoples were divided. It was
hard for them to resist European advances.

1. What are four reasons for imperialism?

The Division of Africa (pages 775–776)

How did European nations claim
African lands?
The “scramble for Africa” began in the 1880s.
Diamonds were discovered in South Africa in 1867.
Gold was discovered there in 1886. Europeans
became more interested in the continent.

The European nations did not want to fight
over the land. They met at the Berlin
Conference in 1884–85. They agreed that any
nation could claim any part of Africa by telling the
others and by showing that it had control of the
area. Europeans quickly grabbed land. By 1914,
only Liberia and Ethiopia were free from
European control.

2. What was the purpose of the Berlin Conference?

Three Groups Clash 
over South Africa (pages 776–778)

What groups fought over
South Africa?
In South Africa, three groups struggled over the
land. In the early 1800s, the Zulu chief Shaka
fought to win more land. Shaka’s successors were
not able to keep his kingdom intact. The Zulu land
was taken over by the British in 1887.

Meanwhile, the British took control of the
Dutch colony on the southern coast. Thousands of
Dutch settlers, called Boers, moved north to
escape the British. This movement is known as the
Great Trek. The Boers fought the Zulus whose land
they were entering.

At the end of the century, Boers fought a vicious
war against the British called the Boer War. The
Boers lost this war. The Boers then joined the
British-run Union of South Africa.

3. Who were the Boers, and whom did they fight?
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 27 Section 2 (pages 779–785)
TERMS AND NAMES
paternalism Governing in a
“parental” way by providing for
needs but not giving rights
assimilation Absorbing colonized
people into the culture of the
imperialist nation
Menelik II Leader of Ethiopian
resistance

Imperialism
Case Study: Nigeria

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section, you learned about the reasons 
for imperialism.

In this section, you will read about how the colonies were
controlled.

AS YOU READ
Use the chart below to contrast direct and indirect rule.

A New Period of Imperialism; 
A British Colony (pages 779–782)

What forms and methods did
imperialist nations use to control
their colonies?
Each imperial power had goals for its colonies.
Imperialist nations had four forms of control:
colony, protectorate, sphere of influence, and eco-
nomic imperialism.

A colony is an area ruled by a foreign govern-
ment. A protectorate runs its own daily affairs, but
is controlled by an imperialist nation. A sphere of
influence is an area where an imperialist nation has
exclusive economic rights. Economic imperialism

refers to a situation where an independent nation is
controlled by foreign businesses rather than for-
eign governments.

Imperialist nations also developed two basic
methods to manage their colonies. France and
other European nations used direct control. They
felt native peoples could not handle the tough job
of running a country. Instead, the imperialist
power governed. This policy was called paternal-
ism. The French also had a policy of assimilation.
All colonial institutions were patterned after
French institutions. The French hoped that the
native peoples would learn French ways.

Britain used indirect control. In this system,
local rulers had power over daily matters. There
were also councils of native people and government

DIRECT  RULE INDIRECT  RULE

Colonizers controlled colonial affairs Local powers controlled daily matters
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officials. These councils were supposed to help
native people learn to govern themselves in the
British method. When the United States began to
colonize, it also used the indirect method of control.

Britain tried to rule Nigeria through indirect
control. The British let local chiefs manage their
areas. The system did not always work. The local
chiefs in some regions of Nigeria resented having
their power limited by the British.

1. What forms and methods did imperialists use to
control and manage colonies?

African Resistance (pages 782–784)

How did Africans 
resist imperialism?
Some Africans resisted imperialism. People in
Algeria fought against the French for almost 50
years. In German East Africa, thousands of
Africans died when they tried to use magic to fight
German machine guns.

Only Ethiopia resisted the Europeans success-
fully. There, Emperor Menelik II played one
European country against another. In 1896, he
used European weapons to defeat an Italian army.

2. Who resisted imperialism in Africa, and what were
the results?

The Legacy of Colonial Rule 
(page 784)

How did colonial rule
affect Africa?
Africans enjoyed some benefits from colonial rule.
European governments reduced local conflicts.
The Europeans also brought Africa deeper into the
world economy. Railroads, dams, and telephone
and telegraph lines were built.

But imperialism mostly caused damage.
Africans lost control over much of their land. Many
African traditions were destroyed. People were
forced out of their homes. Many were made to
work in bad conditions. The boundaries that
Europeans drew had no relation to ethnic divisions
in Africa. These boundaries caused problems when
the colonies became independent nations.

3. What were three benefits and three problems of
colonial rule?

DefinitionsForms of Imperialism

Colony

Protectorate A country or territory with its own internal
government but under the control of an 
outside power

Sphere of Influence An area in which an outside power claims
exclusive investment or trading privileges

Economic Imperialism An independent but less-developed nation
controlled by private business interests rather
than other governments

A country or a territory governed internally by
a foreign power
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 27 Section 3 (pages 786–790)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section, you read about imperialism in Africa. 

In this section, you will learn about imperialism in 
Muslim lands.

AS YOU READ
Use the web below to take notes on how other countries
took control of Muslim holdings in these lands.

TERMS AND NAMES
geopolitics Interest in or taking of
land for its location or products
Crimean War  Conflict in which the
Ottoman Empire halted Russian
expansion near the Black Sea
Suez Canal Human-made waterway
connecting the Red and
Mediterranean Seas

Europeans Claim
Muslim Lands

Ottoman Empire Loses Power 
(page 786)

When did the Ottoman Empire
become weak?
The Ottoman Empire was based in modern
Turkey. But it controlled lands in Eastern Europe,
North Africa, and Southwest Asia.

This empire lasted for hundreds of years, but by
the 1800s, it was weak. The ruling party broke up
into quarreling factions. Corruption and theft
caused financial chaos. The Ottomans had once
embraced modern technologies but now were
falling behind the Europeans.

Nationalism began to stir among people in the
empire. In 1830, Greece won its independence and

Egypt

Persia

Europe
Ottomans lost almost all of their land

Muslim
Lands
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262 CHAPTER 27 SECTION 3

Serbia won the right to govern itself. European
nations eyed what remained of the empire hungrily.

1. What happened when the Ottoman 
Empire weakened?

Europeans Grab Territory 
(pages 786–788)

Where did Europeans 
grab territory?
Geopolitics is the interest in or taking of land for its
location or products. It played an important role in
the fall of the Ottoman Empire. Russia hoped to win
control of the Black Sea so it could ship grain into
the Mediterranean Sea. Russia fought a war with the
Ottomans in the 1850s called the Crimean War.

Russia lost the war when Britain and France
joined on the side of the Ottomans. Still, the
Ottomans later lost almost all of their land in
Europe and parts of Africa. Muslim leaders, seeing
this decline, decided to modernize their countries.

Russia also fought Great Britain in a war known
as the “Great Game.” Russia sought to extend its
empire and gain access to India, one of Britain’s
most valuable colonies. The British defended India
and also attempted to spread its empire beyond
India’s borders. Much of the war was fought in the
independent Muslim kingdom of Afghanistan.
After decades of fighting, both countries withdrew
and agreed to respect Afghanistan’s independence.

2. Why did Russia engage in the Crimean War and the
Great Game?

Egypt Initiates Reforms; Persia
Pressured to Change (pages 788–790)

What measures did Muslim 
countries take to avoid imperialist
domination?
Some Muslim leaders tried to adopt reforms to
block European control of their lands. In Egypt,
Muhammad Ali broke away from Ottoman control.
He reformed the army and the economy. Ali’s
grandson continued to modernize the empire. He
joined with the French in building the Suez
Canal. It connected the Mediterranean to the Red
Sea.

The canal was extremely expensive to build.
Egypt quickly found that it could not afford to
repay the money it owed. The British took control
of the canal. Later the British took over the rest of
the country as well.

In Persia, the Russians and the British compet-
ed for control. Russia wanted to use Persia to gain
access to the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean. Twice
Russia forced Persia to give up territories through
military victories.

Britain wanted to use Afghanistan as a buffer
between India and Russia. In 1857, Britain forced
Persia to give up all claims to Afghanistan.

In the early 1900s, oil was discovered in Persia.
A British company signed an agreement with
Persia’s ruler to develop these oil fields. Persians
rebelled against their ruler, who was corrupt, and
the growing influence of Europeans. Then Russia
and Britain stepped in and took control of the land.

In Muslim lands, the Europeans gained control
by using economic imperialism and creating
spheres of influence. Some Muslim countries tried
to modernize. But these efforts came too late to
prevent Europeans from taking over.

3. What happened in Egypt and in Persia?
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 27 Section 4 (pages 791–795)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section, you saw how Europeans grabbed
Muslim lands.

In this section, you will read about British control of India.

AS YOU READ
Use the chart below to take notes on the causes of the
nationalist movement in India.

TERMS AND NAMES
sepoy Indian soldier under British
command
“jewel in the crown” Term referring
to India as the most valuable of all
British colonies
Sepoy Mutiny Uprising of Indian
soldiers against the British
Raj British rule over India from 1757
to 1947.

British Imperialism
in India

British Expand Control over India
(pages 791–795)

How did British rule affect India?
The Mughal Empire of India fell into decline in the
early 1700s. By the mid-1700s, the British East India
Company was the most important power in India.
The company held huge amounts of land. The com-
pany even had its own army. This army was led by
British officers. It was staffed by sepoys, Indian soldiers.

India was the main supplier of raw materials for
Britain. The British called India the “jewel in the
crown” because it was Britain’s most valuable
colony.

India enjoyed some benefits from British rule.
India’s rail system was the third largest in the
world. The railroad helped make India’s economy
more modern. The British made other improve-
ments, too. They built telephone and telegraph
lines, dams, bridges, and canals. They also improved
sanitation and public health and built schools.

Racist
attitudes of British

Causes of
Nationalist
Movement

in India
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But British rule also caused problems. A great
deal of wealth flowed from India to Britain. Indian
industry died out because of British trade laws.
Many farmers and villages could no longer feed
themselves because they were forced to grow cash
crops. India suffered famines in the late 1800s. In
addition, most British officials had racist attitudes
that threatened Indian culture.

1. What problems did British rule bring?

The Sepoy Mutiny (pages 793–794)

Why did Indians rebel?
By the mid-1800s, many Indians resented British
rule. In 1857, some Indian soldiers heard rumors
about British weapons. The rumors offended the
Indians’ religious feelings. The British handled the
situation badly. The Indian soldiers rebelled. This
rebellion has been called the Sepoy Mutiny. It
took the East India Company and British troops a
year to put it down.

The Sepoy Mutiny failed because the Indians
were divided. Muslims and Hindus did not trust
each other. After the revolt, the British govern-
ment took direct control of British India. The term
Raj refers to British rule over India from 1757 to
1947.

2. What was the Sepoy Mutiny?

Nationalism Surfaces in India 
(page 795)

What were the goals of the Indian
nationalist movement?
Indians also resisted British control in other ways.
Leaders such as Ram Mohun Roy urged changes in
traditional Indian practices.  He wanted to make
Indian society more modern and to free India of
foreign control.

Nationalist feelings also started to grow in
India. Indians resented the British discrimination
against them. Indians were barred from the best
jobs in the Indian Civil Service. British workers
were paid more than Indian workers doing the
same job.

Indians formed two groups—the Indian
National Congress and the Muslim League. Both
groups pushed the British to make changes. In the
early 1900s, they called for self-government.

3. What groups called for change?
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 27 Section 5 (pages 796–799)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section, you saw how the Indians reacted 
to imperialism. 

In this section, you will read about imperialism in
Southeast Asia.

AS YOU READ
Use the web below to show the various lands controlled
by each Western nation.

TERMS AND NAMES
Pacific Rim Southeast Asian
mainland and islands along the rim of
the Pacific Ocean
King Mongkut King who helped Siam
modernize
Emilio Aguinaldo Leader of Filipino
nationalists
annexation Adding of territory
Queen Liliuokalani Last Hawaiian
ruler of Hawaii

Imperialism in
Southeast Asia

European Powers Invade the
Pacific Rim (pages 796–799)

Which Western powers grabbed
land in Southeast Asia?
European nations also grabbed land in the Pacific
Rim, Southeast Asia and the islands on the edge of
the Pacific Ocean. The lands of Southeast Asia
were perfect for plantation agriculture. Sugar, cof-
fee, cocoa, rubber, coconuts, bananas, and pineap-
ples were important products.

The Dutch controlled Indonesia. Many of the
Dutch who moved to Indonesia thought of
Indonesia as their home. They set up a class system
that kept the Dutch at the top. Wealthy and edu-

cated Indonesians came next. Plantation workers
were at the bottom. The Dutch forced farmers to
use one-fifth of their land for export crops.

The British took the port of Singapore plus
Malaysia and Burma (modern Myanmar). They
used Singapore as a base for trade. It became one
of the world’s busiest ports. The British encour-
aged the Chinese to move to Malaysia. The
Malaysians have become a minority in their own
country. Tension between the Malays and the
Chinese remains to this day.

France grabbed Indochina (modern Laos,
Cambodia, and Vietnam). The French ruled
Indochina directly and tried to push French cul-
ture on the Indochinese. The French did not

Dutch
Indonesia

Americans

FrenchBritish

Southeast
Asia
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encourage industry. Rice became a major crop.
Although the Vietnamese grew more rice than
before, they ate less of it because so much rice was
sent out of the region. This problem set the stage
for Vietnamese resistance to French rule.

Colonialism brought some features of modern
life to these regions. But economic change benefit-
ed Europeans more than the local people. Even so,
schooling, health, and sanitation were improved.
Millions of people migrated to new regions of
Southeast Asia. The mix of cultures did not always
go smoothly. Even today, some conflict between
groups results from this period.

1. What major problems did colonialism bring?

Siam Remains Independent
(page 708)

How did imperialism affect Siam?
One land—Siam (modern Thailand)—stayed inde-
pendent. Siam was surrounded by lands taken by
the French and British.  The French and British did
not want the other to control Siam. The Siamese
kings played the French and British against one
another to remain free of both nations.

King Mongkut and his son modernized Siam.
They started schools and reformed the government.
They also built railroads and telegraph lines and
ended slavery. These changes happened with little
social turmoil.

2. How did Siam confront imperialism?

U.S. Imperialism in the Pacific
Islands (pages 798–799)

What lands did the United 
States acquire?
In the late 1800s, the United States also began to
seek colonies. After the Spanish-American War in
1898, the United States took control of Puerto
Rico, Guam, and the Philippine Islands.

Filipino nationalists led by Emilio Aguinaldo
fought against the Americans for their freedom.
The United States defeated the rebels but
promised to give the Philippines self-rule later. In
the meantime, American businesses took advantage
of Filipino workers.

American businessmen grew wealthy from
sugar plantations in Hawaii. But they wanted to
make more money. They also asked for the annex-
ation, or addition, of Hawaii to the United States.
That way they would get more money when they
sold sugar in the United States. The American busi-
nessmen had a great deal of power in Hawaii.

In the 1890s, Queen Liliuokalani tried to
regain control of her country for the Hawaiian peo-
ple. The American businessmen overthrew her.
They declared a republic. In 1898, it became a ter-
ritory of the United States.

3. What happened in the Philippines?
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CHAPTER

27
SECTION QUIZ The Scramble for Africa

Section 1

A. Terms andNames If the statement is true, write �true� on the line. If it is false, change
the underlined word or words to make it true.

Example: In 1871, reporter Henry Stanley found Scottish minister David Livingstone

on the shores of Lake Tanganyika. _________________true_________________

Example: In 1882, Henry Stanley signed treaties with local chiefs of the Congo River

valley that gave Britain control over these lands. __________Belgium__________

1. Belgian settlers in South Africa were known as Boers. ___________________________

2. Racism is the name for the belief that one race is superior to others._______________

3. In 1884 and 1885, 14 African nations met at the Berlin Conference to discuss the future

of Africa.________________________________________________________________

4. The theory of Social Darwinism was used to attack the actions and beliefs of European

imperialists. _____________________________________________________________

5. The major source of wealth in Africa was the continent�s agricultural resources.________

6. The Boer War, which involved guerrilla warfare tactics and the use of concentration

camps, was fought between the Zulu and the Boers._____________________________

7. Shaka was a Zulu chief who used highly disciplined warriors and good military

organization to create a large centralized state in southern Africa.__________________

8. The Great Trek was undertaken by the French in an attempt to escape the British but

led them into conflict with the Zulu and other Africans. _________________________

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What motivated European imperialism, and why were European imperialists so
successful in Africa?

The Age of Imperialism 435
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CHAPTER

27
SECTION QUIZ Imperialism Case Study: Nigeria

Section 2

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. The main difference between European colonies and protectorates in Africa
had to do with their

a. economies.
b. governments.
c. social organizations.
d. levels of technology.

______ 2. The European policy of paternalism reflected the belief that Africans should be
a. separated into ethnic groups.
b. trained to function as leaders.
c. watched over and taken care of.
d. granted more rights and freedoms.

______ 3. The policy of assimilation in Africa was adapted and then largely abandoned by
a. France.
b. Britain.
c. Ethiopia.
d. the United States.

______ 4. Menelik II differed from other 19th-century African leaders because
a. he managed to maintain his nation�s independence.
b. he established colonies in Africa for his own nation.
c. he eagerly adopted European methods of governing.
d. he aggressively rebelled against European imperialism.

______ 5. The national boundaries that existed in Africa at the end of the 19th century
can best be described as

a. ancient.
b. unnaturally imposed.
c. geographically logical.
d. traditionally established.

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What were two of the steps taken by the British to gain economic, political, or social
control over Nigeria?
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CHAPTER

27
SECTION QUIZ Europeans Claim Muslim Lands

Section 3

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. By 1914, the Ottoman Empire had
a. ceased to exist.
b. achieved its greatest size.
c. begun to experience a decline.
d. declined to about a third of its greatest size.

______ 2. The Crimean War was lost by
a. Russia.
b. France.
c. Britain.
d. the Ottoman Empire.

______ 3. Muhammad Ali instituted a series of reforms in the military and in the
economy of

a. Egypt.
b. Persia.
c. Herzegovina.
d. the Ottoman Empire.

______ 4. The Suez Canal was built through the combined efforts of the
a. French and British.
b. French and Egyptians.
c. Russians and Persians.
d. Egyptians and Persians.

______ 5. In 1907, Russia and Britain agreed to spheres of influence in
a. India.
b. Egypt.
c. Persia.
d. Afghanistan.

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What role did geopolitics play in the outbreak of the Crimean War?
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CHAPTER

27
SECTION QUIZ British Imperialism in India

Section 4

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. The term Raj is used to refer to the period of Indian history during which
India was

a. independent.
b. dominated by Britain.
c. torn apart by civil war.
d. loosely ruled by the British East India Company.

______ 2. The sepoys were
a. Indian soldiers.
b. Bengal Hindus.
c. Mughal princes.
d. Sikh civil servants.

______ 3. All of the following were causes of the Sepoy Mutiny EXCEPT
a. famine.
b. nationalism.
c. religious beliefs.
d. resentment of British rule.

______ 4. One result of the Sepoy Mutiny was that
a. the British East India Company went bankrupt.
b. the British government tightened its control over India.
c. the British stopped trying to convert Indians to Christianity.
d. British officials became more sensitive to the needs of Indians.

______ 5. According to Ram Mohun Roy, in order to successfully move towards
independence, Indians had to

a. convert to Christianity.
b. hold firmly to traditional ideas.
c. take up arms against their British rulers.
d. change some of their cultural and religious practices.

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What does it mean that India was the �jewel in the crown� of the British Empire? Why
did the British view India in this way?
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CHAPTER

27
SECTION QUIZ Imperialism in Southeast Asia

Section 5

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. All of the following places were located on the Pacific Rim EXCEPT
a. China.
b. Indochina.

c. Singapore.
d. the Philippine Islands.

______ 2. Malaysia became the world�s leading exporter of
a. tea.
b. teak.

c. rubber.
d. sugar cane.

______ 3. The main reason for British colonization of Singapore was to obtain use of its
a. harbor.
b. tin mines.
c. plantations.
d. sources of cheap labor.

______ 4. Queen Liliuokalani was the last monarch of
a. Java.
b. Hawaii.

c. Borneo.
d. the Philippine Islands.

______ 5. King Mongkut modernized
a. Siam.
b. Guam.

c. Hawaii.
d. New Guinea.

______ 6. As a direct result of the Spanish-American War, the United States acquired all
of the following EXCEPT

a. Guam.
b. Hawaii.

c. Puerto Rico.
d. the Philippine Islands.

______ 7. Emilio Aguinaldo fought for the independence of
a. Java.
b. Malacca.

c. Indonesia.
d. the Philippine Islands.

______ 8. The annexation of Hawaii was pushed by U.S.
a. steel makers.
b. shipbuilders.

c. railroad builders.
d. sugar-cane planters.

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What were the negative and positive results of European colonization of Southeast Asia?
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Name ______________________________________________________________ Date ______________________

CHAPTER 36 Section 5 (pages 1093–1097)

BEFORE YOU READ
In the last section, you read about terrorism.

In this section, you will learn about the global blending 
of cultures.

AS YOU READ
Use the chart below to take notes on the blending of 
cultures around the world.

TERMS AND NAMES
popular culture Cultural elements—
such as sports, music, movies, and
clothing—that reflect a group’s
common background
materialism Placing high value on
owning things

Cultures Blend in a
Global Age

Cultural Exchange Accelerates
(pages 1093–1094)

What has speeded up 
the sharing of cultures?
Changes in technology have made it possible for
people to share their cultures with one another.
Television is one of the main forces in this trend. It
allows people to see things that happen around the
world. Movies and radio also have had an impact in
bringing the world’s people together.

As a result of these mass media, the world’s pop-
ular culture now includes elements from many dif-
ferent cultures. Popular culture includes music,
sports, clothing styles, food, and hobbies. American
television shows have become popular around the

world. Broadcasts of some sporting events can
reach millions of people in all corners of the globe.
Music has also become international.

1. Name three aspects of culture that have 
become international.

World Culture Blends Many
Influences (pages 1095–1096)

What countries have most influ-
enced cultural blending?
Cultural blending occurs when parts of different
cultures are combined. In recent times, the United

MAIN  IDEA SUPPOR T

Sharing of cultures has speeded up Television and other mass media have sped
up cultural sharing
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366 CHAPTER 36 SECTION 5

States and Europe have been a major force in this
blending. One reason is that Western nations dom-
inate the mass media.

The political power of the West has also spread
Western culture to other regions. For example,
English is now a major world language. About 500
million people speak English as their first or sec-
ond language. More people speak Mandarin
Chinese. But English speakers are more widely
spread throughout the world. Western clothes can
be seen throughout the world. 

Western ideas have also influenced world
thought. The Western idea of materialism—plac-
ing high value on owning things—has also spread.
Some ideas have also traveled from East to West.
The worlds of art and literature have become more
international in recent years.

2. What Western aspects of culture have spread
throughout the world?

Future Challenges and 
Hopes (pages 1096–1097)

How has the world responded 
to cultural blending?
Some people think the spread of international cul-
ture is a problem. They worry that their own culture
will be swallowed up by other cultures. Some coun-
tries have adopted policies that reserve television
broadcast time for national programming. In other
countries, television programmers take Western
programs and rework them according to their own
culture. In some areas, people have returned to old
traditions in order to keep them alive. 

The people of the world are becoming more
and more dependent on each another. All through
human history, people have faced challenges to
their survival. In the 21st century, those challenges
will be faced by people who are in increasing con-
tact with one another. They have a great stake in
living together in harmony.

3. What problems or challenges can cultural 
blending bring?
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CHAPTER

36
SECTION QUIZ Cultures Blend in a Global Age

Section 5

A. Terms and Names Write the letter of the best answer.

______ 1. The cultural trait LEAST likely to be significantly affected by popular culture is
a. fads.
b. slang.
c. musical styles.
d. religious beliefs.

______ 2. The product most likely to be found in an American household is
a. a telephone.
b. a television.
c. a personal computer.
d. a videocassette recorder.

______ 3. English is referred to as the �premier international language� because
a. it is the most widespread of any language.
b. it is the most scientifically precise language.
c. more people speak English than any other language.
d. languages all over the world contain some English words.

______ 4. The definition of materialism, as the word is used in this chapter, is the
a. �idea that everything consists of matter.�
b. �tendency to rely on physical proof rather than theory.�
c. �idea that matter, or the content, of something is more important

than its form.�
d. �mindset of placing a high value on acquiring material possessions.�

______ 5. What methods might a country use to ensure that global popular culture does
not overwhelm its national culture and traditions?

a. set aside television broadcast time for national programming
b. take Western television shows and rework them according to national

culture and traditions
c. strictly censor the mass media to keep out unwanted ideas
d. all of the above

B. Extended Response Briefly answer the following question on the back of this paper.

What is one event in recent history that supports the idea that a nation can be deeply
affected by events that occur far away? How does that event support this idea?
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